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,

Classroom Strategiei for Secohdary Reading shows very effeCtively the con-
tinuing contribution that the International Reading Association is making to
the improvement of reading at the secondary level. Not'only ig-this volume
itself an important contributi n, b t all save one of/the articles /that com-
prise it first appeared in one .the Association's joticnals. Both the ofiginal
and the lasting value of these articlesand of the journalsare illustrated
by the inclusion of the articles in this helpful col ection.

John Harker, editor of this volume, has ad ed`a contribution of his own by
his careful selection of the articles and, paiticularly, by the 'Organization he
hA given them. Be sure you take the time/to read his introduction. 'he ideas
that shaped the volume add to the vala of reading the articles, of course,
but they are also useful guides to shaping secondary reading programs.

5

Walter H. MacGinitie, President
International Reading Association

1976-1977 ,



INTRODUCTION

While most secondary content area teachers recognize the importance of
reading and study skills for successful studentlearning, many feel ill-pre-
pared to teach.these skills. Teachers feel the n,eed to "do something about
reading," bill they are not sure what this "something" is. When they turn to
the professional periodical literature for direction, they find themselves con=
fronted by a mass of undigested material. The result is further confusion
rather than clear guidance.

: Hopefully, this publication will help.

This vQlUme is intended for secondary content ar classroom teachers
and for all those able to help these teachers, includ" g school reading spe-
cialists, consultants, and administrators. The b6oklet s made up of selected
portions of articles from recent periodical literature d aling with secondary
reading. These articles tlae been chosen deliberately o meet.the practical
requirements of content area teachers who-want to teach reading, but who
are unsure of where to begin and what to. do. The five sectionS within the
book are organized to guide teachers throu\gh a sequence of steps that can
result in the develoPment of successful classroom reading programs. At tlie
same time, the volume is sufficiently flexible that individual sections and arti:
cles may be consulted in isolation for assistance with particular topics.
Overall, the volume is intended to illustrate .that successful 'reading o-
grams can begin with the efforts of individual teachers who take stepsa n
their own classrooms to teach students how to learn more effectively
through reading.

6



la cirdr to teach- readjng .and study skint along with conteitt, it is first

necessary' to.establish Student reading and study skills statuswith,respeet to
specific content area %I-earning ,tasks: Section one gives direction in how bat

assess this ;tali's. Assessment will almost always reveal .a widesliversity,and

range' of nudent reading and stady s1;ills needs which must he accoin-

modated by tlre instructional imitiffids used in the classroom. Section two
provides guidance _in selectidg wntent area instructional materials.which ac-

commodate students' reading tind st(4): skills needsand which also contain

the content required to meet content area learning objectives. Tolle articles in

section t.hree illustr.ate general clas:sroom instructional strategies through

which s4ident centered learning environments can be created. Section four

foéuses on specific Meth'od; for teaohing partiewkir reading' and study skills

within the framework of,the general instructional strategies outlined in sec-

tion three. jhe fifth s:ection provides guidance for' the development of
dassrOom reading arid study..skills programs which coherently integrate ,the

various program dements described in the previou; four sectiow
7
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Section' One :

AiSESSING READING DEVELOPMENT

4

Effective Aeachingirbegins with the assessment of students' reading
. and .study skills status. Before assessment takes place, however; #

two things are' reijuired. First, content area instructional atjec-
tives---the actual ,content, area learning Qui:comes that are to result

fram instructionshoad be clearly establjshed. Then, by' taking the
place of.the stUdents,and th'rough the learning 'tasks
students must perform in order ,to achieve content aren learning ob-

jectives,.....The teacher can deternline file reading and _study skills
students will need for this !Timing. In determining these skills:
cohsideration ghoula.12egiven t such factors as students previous
experience with the cohtent of the material to be read, the teaching
methods to be employed, and the degree of indepeltence in learning

is Ito be expected.

Once the reading and study skills necessary feu-content learning
have been dernlined; the extent to Which students possess ,these
'skills ean be aSsessed7ANthis point, a decision must be riiiiae as to
Whethec it is more advisable to build an informal teacher made test,
or whEther 'student Proficiency can be assessed accurately by Ole se-
lection of an appropriate standardized test. Once tests have' been
seleeted, administered, and scored, local norms can be developed to
determine the rdative abilities of individual students or to compare
the performance of students in dilTerent years.

This section contas three articles ',which describe .how .to

measure student reading status. In the first, Ahrendt and Haselton
outline holy an informal test of readin& and study skills can be .

dbeloped by drawing directly upon the content area material usea
in the classroom. Mavrogenesi and others categorize and-evaluate
the various standardized`reading tests available, and Fry *gives clear-
direction on how local'norms can be developed and used. :

.



What specific quo/tom thld leachers mil themselt.es ig,jrslsr re+ 4mitriwi.valid

skills in yen niries:'

INFORMAL ,SKILLS ASSESSMENT 70R
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Kenneth M. Ahrendt
Shirley S. 11aselton.

° Orekon State Itniversity

The preassessment of what the pupil brings to the course is essential for,suc-

cessful teaching in either a grogror an individualized situation. A simples,

'assessment of whether a student can read, seeds help in reading, orannot
tread does not cogstitu an adequate evaluation of q student's strengths and

wea,knesses if he/she ikto atrain maxinuirn,bendits from in'gruction,in,

particular content area c ssrotlm.

the secoueary teacher may not be qualified tc-give reading instruction to

students lacr4ng basie skills;.. there is little justification in 'the conti.ct,

teacher's own fi,eld; he isenot a reading speCialist.. Spache (1963) suggests it is

the responsibility of the content area teaeher to ntake the mostetTectivetuse .

4 of any written materials which might further sAident understanding of the

skills, processes, and knowledge related to that particular content.

Only When teachers reidize that not all students possess the same skills

and abilities will they make adjustmenti in teaching techniques to acom-

modate the needs of the individuals in their classrooms. Because neither

standardized 'tests nor th e' Group Informal Reiding Inventory provide

sufficient information' about,a.secondary student's readiness for learning the

content material of a specific class, each potential teacher at Oregon State

University constructs his ekvn evaluation instrument for his own content

area. This preassessment or entry behavior measurement follows the sug-4

gestions laid.out by Viox (194 -) with the embellishnient of Gorow (1972)-and

Weigand.(1971). We call it therInformal Skills Inventory.

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 17,(October 1973), 52 57.
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. PurpC)ilei. .

1

1 ' . .00.

. " .The purpuse of this inventory es twofold: tuidentifir,individual skill weak-:

.
".6nesses.and. strengths dnd to ident4the amount of backgrOund infOrmat ion,

'ilrr! 'raw material possessed by the student. hi order l'Orthe secondary teacror
,t, copstruct, administer,'and evaluate such an .instrunient, he must first a'sk

ti
Ili self thc following questions: I ) What knowledge :tat skills are nexessary
a 4.inwortint ini thy &intent area? 2) What am I going to teach? 3) 1lotv am
I gding to teach? 4) What prior knowledge or skill4 must my students have if

y they. arc tO prOfit from my instruction?

Each teacher must answer (hese questions for himself; since his respons'es
reflect HS values, they will also etermine hiS evaluation of student 'achieve-1

,nlent. The Informal SkillsInven ory, tiesigne,d'to as,;ess.the readiness level
of each student within a iiiartie,ular Cfass, in a unique creation-of the teaCher.
Alithough skills overlap from one discipline to another:as well as within a

r Single Subject, the approaCh or matcr:palltsed is individuzilistic..
, .

The followini . an euimple of an. Informal Skills InventOry writt9,i by a
buSinqs edueatioA'e,'major&Although her students 'have had sot .e prior

,
instrnction in bookkeeping, she is about to. begin ave.+, unit on "interest,"

. 'an.ci believes ihat a preassessment of student knowtedge and s'Icills retIted to
the tOptcwill guide her in formulating appropriate instruction.

Using 'Viox's, suggestions, the teacher has divided her inventor); into def-
'inite segme ts: I) purpose of the test; 2) directions to t. the teacher,. this
'explanatio s inser ed W that any teacher in the field, including'a substitute, ,..

can admini ter the strument; 3)directions to the students; 4) selection.s the
' teacher u. a to tapj background knowledge; 5) questions torbe answered by

the stude ts"to'tes for technical terminology, mathematital problem' solv-
ing, following 'lair -tions,- and spelling: This business' echication student
constructed, the inventory on .the decisions 'she made as a. teacjter,
administered it to a class compiled the results, and had a clear picture of the
areas of weakness an strength of the pupils she would be teaching. Based on
this information, she then developed directed V.aehing aclivities on several

-... -levels toaccommodatk for the individual differences in her,class.

Skills Inventory

_Purpose of the test: To see how accurately student's can A) understand
, , technical terms related to'bookkeeping, B)'use mathematical knowledge to

solye problems, C) follow directions, and D) spell correctly.
. .

.Directions to tegeher ,, . R4 '
7
. _.

-Part A. LOok through ti .chapter.or chapters -of the next unit to be
studied and piCk out words* context which you feel might givt your
students rerproblems. Prepare, or take frorn the text, s'entences contain-
ingthese ords and ask studen to give a short, wrtten definition of cab.

Ahrindttn'd Hasdton
- . .



Part.H. Duliliciit r. for each student, or print on the board, a staple method
for computing niturest. Then give stu)ents.scveral problems to figure using

-this Method,

Part C. (live students directions for preparing'.a trial balance, It would be
best to duplie:ite a copy of ifirections fOr each student. Also, give each
student atrial balance form mid ask him to comPlete it by following the di .
reetionsoYou-have given,The amounts or figures to be used for each acesount
could be written on thsboard or duplicated with the directions.

4

Part D. I,00k through the chapter or chapters to be covered next and pick
out words you think might ,be difficult for students to spell. WrO-e these
phonetically and ask students to rewrite them correctly; .

/
Three rums tu students,
:In our next unit we will be learning about interest what it is, how to

figure it, and how to keep records. We will be learning several new business
and accounting terms, also. I want to find out hoW well you: I ) understand

terms relating to bookkeeping, 2) compreheAd material-Common to business
subjeets,.3) follow directions, and 4) spell business terms correctly. This is
not a test., .and you will not be graded. It is an inventory tO he used to try to
get an 'approximate idea of your skills at the present time.

Part

Directions: The words unrjeclined in the following sent IC; aretaken.
, from yorrr textbook. From what you read in each sentence, write a short def-

inition- fo l. each underlined word. (If You can substitute one word that you
think defines or could be substituted for the'underlined word, this is fine.)

, , I. The interest tin the loan has accrued at the end of six months (accumu-
lated). ' . .

-2. The price.of wheat has greatly Clepreciated now that so many farmers,
are growing it (falle become less).

. 3. Mary had-ft) g over and recheck all the books to trY to reconcile the
tl

balances (adjust, settle). . .

4. Mr. Blac'k sent a written requisition statitt ng .he wished to See the ac-
..

counts (demand, reqdest). . .

5. The subsidiary company sends its,annual reports-to be checked .by the '

main company office in New York (auxiliary, secondirry).",
4

4

Part B

Dfrections: A businesspqrson.who borrows money is usually required to
repay the loan plus acharge 'for interest. This charge will depend upon the
amount borrowed (the principal), the length of time the money is used (the

4 . Informal Skills Assessment for Individualized Instruction



time), and.4he percent agreed upon (the rale ) oe 1411al pavment or the
maturity value of len amount of monc y. borrowed will be _computed as
follows: principal rate malurav value I itne is as'sumed to he tine
year in this case. One year is equal. to 360 days. ()lie month is equal to 30

days. To figure interest for partial years and month's; follow this example,:

On January 12. 1972. I borrowed S100 000 at 'an interest rate of 4% I he

maturity value is to he paid on September I ti, I972.

Jandary has

Februnry,
August

September

days (day money Yy as borrowed)
12

remaining iLiNs iii OW11101101 4)1

lanuar

10 day s x 7 montbs210

22K

r days (day to ht,repald)

244 - total day s.on Ahn:h interest yy ill he paid

,Divide this total t?y 30 (30 days represents I( month); 244 30 --8; vvith a
remainder of 4. If thelemainder is less than 15. these days are dropped. If
the remainder is 15 or more,.an extra month will he added.

Maturity value then is equal to' principar.($.300.(8)) ,x rate (49) $12.ix

time (8/12) $8. Principal interest - $308. (This is the Maturity value.)

Part B Probleut.,

Solve the following interest problems by the preceding forniula and diree-
tions.

I. On May I,,, 1972, thle Baker Company borrowed $1,000 at a. rate.of 6%.
The ltian'plus ifterest is to be rePaid on.. Ap.ril.30, 1973, Wha't will.,he he

04turity value of the loan? ($1,060) s

2 Mark borrowed $500.on April 16, 1911, at a rate'of The loan was
td"bc repaid with interest og. December 29. 1971. Wh'at w;4 the maturity
value? ($516)

3. Rqgers Publishing Company borrowed .$12,000 on. January 6 pf
year at a rate of 6%. They have' said they will repay the loan with inerest in
exactlY 10 months. What will be the day of repayment;and what .wip be the
amount they repay? (November 6, $12,600)

4. Montgomery Servkes loaned $15,500.to Harper Brothers at a rate of
-7%. The loan is,a 90-day loan begun on June 11, 1972. What will be the
maturity value of the note and on what day will it be repaid? (September 11.
$15,771.25)

5. -.Smith and Sons borrowed on May 17, 1972. $9,000.from the bank at a
rate of 8%. They will repay this loan with interest on February 12, 1973:
What will be the maturity vialue? ($9,540)

Ahrendt and Haselton
^ 'I,

2,



"Part C

Directions: Thispii-rt of-the inventory is to determine how well you can
follow directions to Prepare a trial balance. The form giveri below, with di-

47
rections-for tompleting it. Do your best,

,
-

A trial balanc,e is a test of the ledger and rhay require -corrections..
Therefore, itis usually done in pencil (please.ase'a pencil).

Directions for completing Trial Baiance:

ACCOUNT TITLE

O.

Henry Chase
Trial Balance

February 4:497,2

,OEBIT

V.
Cash. , 4,300.00
Accounts Receivable N' 2,000.00
Equipmebt ... . 1,606.60.
Office Machines '700.00-- -, h4

Everett Brothers -
,Cooks Hardware.; .
Heriry gliase, Capital ...

Henry Chase, Drawing 300.00 ,

Totals $8,900.00 . , $000-.00
,

I. The company owner is Henry Chase, Write.his narp centered, on
line 1. .

2. Write the words, Trial Balance, on line 2 directly' under HenVY Chase.

; Write.the current date on line 3, directly under Trial Balrance.
. t-
4. Msets are listed first in the account title section. Assets are_ plaCe&on

a line tvith the corresponding balanceon the same line in the debit, column. .!

'Begin writMg asset accounts and their balances on line 5 with "CaSh" and
continue until you have written aH the assets, arid their balances.

5. Liabilities are written after as'sets. Again, write one 1,4ability to a line
with its balance on the same line in the credit column. (You Should be start-,

CREDIT.

.200 00
w50.00

4tfit64,9.°13

ing on line 9.)

6. The capital account is written after liabilities. Write Hen\ Chase,
Capital'and place the balance in the credit column on the same line.

7. The drawing account is written after the capital account. Write Henry
Chase, Drawing, and place the balancein the debit column on the same line.

The next .step after writing down all the accounts and their balances is to
total the debit and credit coluMns §eparatdy..

8. Write the word Toadc on the 1. - after the drawing account, tiut inClent
it 1/2 inch. Then draw one line a- Jss both columns anNinder the la-St figure ;
you have written. (This will be th ;:. drawing account figure.) Xdd the columns

6 Infbrmal Skills Assessmem for Thilivichialized InStruction
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and write the totals under the debit and credit columns on the saMe line as
the 'word Totals.5 .1(

9. If the two columns are equal, draw 2 lines under the totals across the
debit and credit column.s. If they are not equal, you have made an error' and
nted to recheck your work.

111
,.Part D.

Directions: The following words are written phonetically and you should
have no difficulty knowing what each,word is. I want to know if you can spell
each word correctly. After each word prin'ted, write the cprrect spelling as
best you can.

I. A-kow'-tunt I. accountant
2. ee-dit 2. audit
.3. kirf-sEld 3. cancelled
4. kr6n'-o-löj-1-1(51 4. chronological
5. sr.fer-ing 5. ciphering 11,

6. kö-mrsh-fin 6. commission
7. Eg-zamp'-shiin 7. exemption
8. 8. negotiability
9. pro-pri'e-Cdr-ship 9. proprietorship

.10. ik'-wl-ff . 10. equity

The skills inventory preeented here indicates ,,that the..content area
teacher is able to teach,lboth,subject matter and the related reading' skilk
without divorcing one from the other. An analysis a the responses to ques-
tions helps the teacherto determine When to use large group, small group:or
individualized instruction.

The goal of gOod teaching is to afford each student with a successful'
'experience in content area classes so that he develops a positive self-concept
about learning. The content areafeacher, secure in the knowledge that there
are techniwes -for doing the.things reading specialists claim should be done

in the secondary classroom, develops'andmaintains a positive conceprabout
teaching.
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What are the disanguiyhing characteristics of the four kinds of standardized reading tests
identified by the authors?

r-. Under what circumstances should each kind of test be used?
What cautiobs for the use of standardizireading tests are indicated by the test evaluations?

CONCISE:GUIDE
TO STANOARDIZED SEC DARY
AND COLLEGE READINØ TESTS

Nancy A. Mavrogenes
Carol K. Winkley
Earl Hanson
kichard T. Vacca

( ;Northern Illinois University

The IRA Evaluation of Tests Committee recently published, as part of the/
Reading Aids Series, geading Tests JO,. the Secondary Grades:,A Review
and Evaluation (Blanton, Farr, Tuinman, 1972) to help secondary teachers'
locate appropriate tests for classroom use. Edward Fry's review (1973) of
this booklet mentioned the problem he experienced in reviewing the commit-
tee's work, the same problem the authors of the booklet had Ind potential
readers will lave: test reviews in Buros' Mental Measurements Yearbooks
must be consulted before a final choice dqtests can biade. Fry asks "If
the consumer should look in the MMY anywhy, why slap he look in Reading.
Tests for the Secondary Grades?" Then he sumrriarizes his reaction to this
IRA booklet: "Its chief problem is that it is not comprehensive enough for
good teachers and is too hard to read for poor teachers."

Therefore, in order to help all teachers, the concise guide that follows is
offered as a beginning step through 'the maze of secondary and college read-
ing tests. Hopefully, it will lie both comprehensive enough and 'not too hard
to read so that a teacher might gain some.insight as to where to start in using
Buros' Mental Measurements 'Yearbooks, which always must remain the
chief source for info rinationon any test.

Adapted from Jourtud of R.eading. 18 (October 1974), 12 ,22.

.i.



Four Typeg of Tests
,/

. The present guide includes, four types'of tests published in the United
States. The first category is/Survey Tests.. These are grouP tests which al-
ways .include, measurement of comprehension, usnally include vocabulary,
and sometimes inclUde rate. They arvItsed by the ciassrodm teacher to'de7

. .

termine the range and the average of clasg reading ability, fo divide the class
into groups' flor instruction, to aid in seleciion of appropriatc-materials, to
help identify reading disabilities, and )° measure student progress. School

' administreitors may also use such tests 'to measprc7the effectiveness of
iharuction, tO evaluate ew programs or different methods; and to identify
pupils at vatiousbility evels. Th5 tests included in this section are those,op- -'.....
pearing in the IRA bo let Which reviewed "several of the most commonly'
used teadidg achiev ent tests currently available fOr u-se with' high school
students: The aut ors, of the booklet .chose themost cominonly used tasts
on the basis,.of, a analysis of the research*Q-epotts *from the Eric:Clear:
inghonse- on Re ieval of Information ,and Evaluation on Reading. One
further test; the Imlay-Reading Sertes, was dded On Fty's suggestion.

The second ategory is Analytical Tests, erm used by:Albert Harrit.,,
,

14970). These aft/group tests, and most of-them are survey tests with some
, diagnostic s btests-. They can.-be used by the clasSrootn teacher on a ie-. .-.-

medial,tea er to provide a more detailed .analysis of a student'i reading 7.
difficulty, o find clues to his reading problems, anci to find the appropriate
level fo'r ernedial -reading instruction. 'The tests in thiAsection also were(
taken fi m Ahe IRA bogklet and Fry's review; in addition, some df the tests
were added/because they wet " t. in Harris' 'book (1970) in the Bond,

/ ,and Tinker text (),,anro
/

1973 d f thors experiences'. : ..

The t w.1rd cat ry is Diagnosti . e These are individual tests (except ,..

for par of Botel and Silvaroli's'ieading,inventorigs) and heecl.practiee or
Rime special trainIng to administer. Therare used for a detailed analysis of
exten ive disability. Some of the tests in this section would seem to be at a

,' low I veifor secondary schools and colleges: all or parts Of thern, however,
..,

can be used for cases of ,seysere` disability, and several of them-are specif-
' ically decribed hy Harris or ...13oilii and .Tinker as useful WO retarded

readers at the secondary level. (Thesc remarks could apply to some of the
analytical ,tests, also.) These diagnostic tests were chosen on the basis ot.,
their inclusion in Harris' book, from the authors' experiences, and one test
(the Wide Range Achievement Test)on the basis of Fry's review.

The fourth and final category is 'Special Tests. These cover. only ione .

aspett of reading or some unu'sual aspects and are mostly group tests. 11*,
might be useful for, classroon ? teachers for a very specific or novel purpose.
The listing does notp etend to.be complete: it isiighly representative, and
tests were chosen on t basis of uniqueness and Unity from the "Guide to ..

. - .

.. Mavro nes, Winkley, Hanson, and Vacca .,\ 9
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T s4 and Measuring instruments in Reading" cOmpiled by RilogAr Farr and

Edward G. S ers Farr, 1969) and from Butos', S Vella! Mental

Measurements Yearb (1972). Many examples exist for some of these

speci,1 tests; for example-,,study methods and adult basic ed cation. In thesel,,

cases, Ole tests 7,ere selected which had the most 1avórabJ91reviews : 1n.ny
event, an attempt was made in this section to giye ati idea bf the wide variety',.;

of tests atailabie.
/

Some further clarification of criteria for test selectionlollows. First, the

term secondary(was.definpd as seventh grade and above. Second, this entire

1. is representative only. N look at the 34-pkie Indek of Titles in Bums',
.feading; Tests and Reviews (1968), including almolt.2,000 tests, should con-

jvince anyone of the impossibility of a.complete list:of only journal length.
/ Third,--mostpf the brief evaluations in the last cOlurnn of the guide have been . 0

'highly .condensed from reviews in the Mental ,Methuiements c'earbooks.

(The latest .edition Was used, if reviews.were 'found there.),,The IRA booklet

was use'd for evaluation of the-tests taken from,,theife. If the evaluation
column is 11 blank, no revieW ,was available. Finally, to the writers'. .,

knoA9edge, these tests ard still in print. Either a specimen set of each test.,

4`. was recently secured or the test was listed in the fatest Mental Measure-

ments Yearbabk.(1972).

/ Refeiences .
.

.
. ,.
.,

Blanton, William, Rbger Farr, and J. Jaap.Tuinman, Eds. Reading Tests for Secon-

1 dary G ;tides: A Review Sand Evaluation. Newark, Delaware: International. ,

--'' Reading Association., 1972. (R.ettievh fourtW tests.): .

Bond, G4, and Miles Tinker:Reading Difficulties: Their Diagnosifogd Correction,
3rd ed. Nee York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1973. :.'... .

Buros, Oscar Krisen, Ed. Reading: Teps and Reviews. Highlahd Park, New Jersey:

Gryphon Press, 1968.. 1 -
. ..

Buroi-, Oscar Krisen, Ed. The Mental Measurements Y earboOks. HightandPark:
. . 1

.New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1938-1972.
Farr, Roger. Reading: What Can Be Measured? Newark, Delawa e: International

Reading Association,' 1969.
Fr)0 Edward. "Reviews:Yrofessional Reading," Journal of Reading, 16 (F ruary

.1973), 405, 407. ,

.'HaiTis, Albert .1: How to Incr,ease Reading 'Ability, 5th ed. New Yki k. Dayid
McKay, 1970.

1 0 ConcisetGuide to Standardized Secondary and CollegeReading Tests
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Test and Publisher
Whet II Meesures
(usually subteen')

Levels
(grades)

Dale of
publication or
Latest 13evislon

\
SURVEY TESTS:

Burnett Reading Series: \-Vocabulary, comprehension.
Survey Test. Scholastic Testing rale and accuracy
Service

Cooperative English Vocabulary. comprehension.
TestsReading Section speed of comprehension
Educational Testing Serleice

, Davis Reading Test Level and speed of
, Psychological Corporation corrprehension1

I Gites-klecillinitte Reeding Testi, Speed and accuracy.
Sbrveys E & F . vocabulary. comprehension

/ Teachers College Press,
Columbia Univeesity .

/ .
.

Metropolitan Achievement
, Tests: Reading, Advanced' .

'Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

Nelson-Denny RepdIng Test
.., Houghton-Mifflin.

a.

Nelson Reading Teel
Houghton.Mifflin

Sequential Tests of
Educationel Progres
(STEP). Series I I:
Reading. Educalip1al Testing
Service

Vocabulary, comprehension

Vocabulary, comprehension,
rate

7-13

9-14

8-13

7-12

7-9

9-16.

196770

1960

1961

1970

1970

'

1960 (tvo new
forms 1973)

.VoCabulary, comprehension

Comprehension

. .\!
. 8

190

Brief Resume of Evaluation

50 Norms and'validity data in mplete;
problems concerning injgfpretatlon of
some items; some cut1uraI bias.

PerhapS not accurate for very high ot
low reading levels;-normed mostly in
Southern 'small town schools, but on
the whole a satisfactory test.

40 Lacks vceabulary measure but well-
construCted fest.

46 Normative and reliability data inade-
quate; comprehension measures only
use 01 context. but useful Technical
Supplement and well-constructed test.

46 Measures higher cognitive processes;
one realing selection relevant to black
culture; Clear manual and well-
constructed test.

40 Covers too great an age span; time
restrictions create difficulty:- literary

emphasis; mat sui ablefor!college;
insytticient relibbility arid validity data..

40

30 Covers wide renge a
time; reliability and v
sufficient; vocabulary

d takes little
lidify data in-
ated.

1969 ,45 Limited relialSility and norming informa-
tion; scanty manual; but appealing

r..4.ading passages, pleasing format
and high content validity.



1. 9

Test anti Publisher

t

What It Measures
(usually lubtests)

Stanford Achievement Tests:
Advanced Paiagraph Meaning:
High School -arling,
Harcourt Bracs;Joyertóvich

/Traxiar High School
Reading Tost7Revi.Sed,
Bobbs-Merrill

. \

,

TraxIttr Silent Reading
Test
Robbs-Merrili

ANALYTICAL TESTS:

California Achievement Tests:
Reading Califorma Test Bure6/
McGraw-Hilt

Comprehensive Tests of Basic
Skills: Reaaing 'California Test
Bureau/McGraw-Hill

Diagnostic Rending Tea
Committee on Diagnostic
Reading Tests

Durrell Lisfoning-Relding Series
Harcourt Brace Jovanovicri

Comprehension

4

Comprehension, rate

Rate. vocabulary,
comprehension

Vocabulary, study skills:
comprehension in differett
types of materials

Vocatatilary. comprehension.
study skills

-Vocabulary. comprehension
(silent and-auditory), rate.
word attack

Vocabulary listening and reading,
paragraph.listening and reaqing

)

Levels
(grades)

7-12

Date of
Publication or Time

Latest Revision (min.) Brief Resume of Evaluation

1965-66 40-45 -Adequate norming and reliability data.;
excellent manual; high school test
measures only literal and factual,com-
prehension; very good,series of

, reading tests. '

55 Measures lower level cognitive skills;
parpgraphs in social studies and
scidnce; inadequate norming and,' .
validity data: low reliabilities; possi-
bilify of answering questions without
reading passages.

55 Useful test, but social class bias oni
som4). parts may reduce efficacy for
lower social-class studebts.

ti

6-12 1970 50-75
.

1

. ..

6-12 )968-69 . 60-65

Cs

7-13 1963. . varies

1-9 1969-70 40-195

Improved version for survey purposes;
vocabulary words in context; content
area' passages; well stantleardized.- .

Items classified in terms of.intellectual
process; 'minority groiips represtroteo
in nciFir: yAriety of scoring -reports;
comgrettensive marivals and Viell-

. constructed testd. .

. ,. .

Confusing manuals; technical informa-
lion misVg; but,ambitiot.is attempt.

,
. .41,

.Some questions raised as to design of
test items and purpose of measuring ..
-degree of retardation, but compares .

very favorably with 'other tests of
'reading and listening abilities.



Teat end Publishar
What It Mosures
(usually subtasts) .

Dverak-Van Wagoner, Magna-ilk
Examination of Silent Reading

,
Van Wagenen Psycho-
Educational Laboratories

Iowa Silent Reading 'Tests
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

laawisir-Sherman Group
Diagnostic Reading Aptitude
End Achievement Tests
C. .1-1. Nevins Printing Company

heading Test: kfcGraw-Hill
Basic Skills System .-
hicGraw-Hill BoolteC%

Silent Reading Diagnoittc
Tests
(Bond, Balchr. Hoyt)
Lyons & Cernahan

SRA Achim/intent Series
(MultileOelEdition)
Science Researcti Assoc'iates

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test
%Leval II

Harcourt Brace dovanovich

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS:

BoteMeadIng invantory
Follett Educational Corp.

Rate, perception of relations.
vocabulary, information, details,
central thought, inferences, inter-
pretation, reading for ideas

Vocabulary, comprehension.
-locating information, skimming
and scanning, reading efficiency

Comprehension; speed: word
discrimination; arithmetic;
tpelling; visual, motor and
auditory ability: vocabulary

Rate. flexibility, retention,
skimming and -scanning.
comprehension

Words in isolation and, in context,
visual' structural analysis.
syllabication. Wprd synthesis,
beginning and 'ending sounds.
vowel and consonant sounds

Compiehension. vocabglary,
work-study skills (references
and charts)

ComPrehension (literal and in-
ferentiil), vocabulary. syllabica-
tion, auditory skills, phonic
enalysis, rate

(Group test excedt for word
recognition) Phonics. .word
ociposites,-reading and listening.

Date of
Levels'. Publication Or

(gradesy Latest Revislob

4716

6-12

'It
11-14

2-6

1-9

Time
(mM.) Brief Resume of Evaluation

1939-54 $

. 1973

1939

140-150- Useful for speed of comprehension' and
as a general measure of reading
ability; diagnostic value limited by
unreliability of differences among.

,separate test scores.

2
60. Carefully prepared ancreesy to use.

60-70 No daja on reliability end no descrip
tion of norming population.

1970 70 Lack ot adequate norming sai;ples
but NO face validity and clear manual;

. promising test. .

1.970 90 Limited in value but provides some
useful diagnostic information,

1963 77 Strengths to recommend its use: ease .

of administration, clarity of format.
overlapping tests providing for large
cfassroom range, and,large standardi.;
zation sample.

4. 5-8. 5 . 1966 90-110 Offers suggestions for grouping and
remediation; carefully standardized and
useful test.

1712

20

a

1961-70 varies Data lacking on norms, reliability and
validity: but may be useful as informal
jest to determine instructional levels.

'
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Telt and Publisher

What It Measures
(rosily subtlest')

Levels
(grades)

Betio(
Publication or
Latest Revision

, Time '
(min.) . Brief Resume of Elluation.4

Classroom Reeding Inventory
(Silvaroll) William C. Brown
Book Co.

(Individual test extept for spelling)
Word redOgnition; independent,
instructional and frustration _

2-8 1965-69 varies When judiciously used, a most valuable .
adjunct to a total reading program.

Dario if Analysis et
Reading Difficulty
Harooirrt Brace Jovanovich

Oates-McKillop /Wading
Diegnosik Tests
Bureau of Publications,
Columbia University -

Gilmore Oral Reading Test
Ilarcnu'd Brace :iovanovich

Gray. atileadibg Test
Babb MerMI 5

'Reading inventory
( cetedkon) Klamath. Printing
Co.,

".
Pupil Placement Tests
Houghton Mifflin Co.

_reading levels; hearing capacity
leyol

Oral and silent reading; listening;
word recognition and analysis;
naming, identifying anti \matching
letters; visual memory of, Words;
sounds of words and lettlars;!
spelling; handwriting \ow

Oral tem.:ling test. word-4sta,,
phrase recognition, syllabication,
letter names and sounds, visual
nd auditory blending, spelling
(28 scores in all)

Accuracy, comprehension, rate
of oral reading

Oral reaing

Recognition voca
,,,...Loatling accuracy,

silent comprehens
listening

ary, oral
ral and -

and speed,

Wprd recognition, oral sight,
reading. timed sil nt reading,
listening subtests. To.determine
independent. inst iIçtional, frus-
tration and potenta4 reading levels

,

30-90 Complete analysis; clear directions;
complete end useful check lists: most
useful wrth less severe cases._

30-t0 Very inclusive; satisfactorily
standardized; well-establiShed test:
but needs sophisticated judgmeilt.to
use. i

1-8, 1968 15-0 , Among best-standardized tesis of
........ accuracy in oral reading; usefulness qf

',. . comOrehension int! rate scares is mote.. , -.1 .. questionable. - ,

. .
1-16 ., 1963- varies . Welcome addition tb the limited ..

number of reasonably satiefacttiry',oral
reading tests. -Doet measure corn-
prehension.

1-7 1966- 30-120 ,Not stindardized, cumbersome
,,manual and complex scoring; but
' reliability and validity data available

1 and attractive materials. ,,-

1-9 1970 .zvaries

21



Test and Publisher
What It Measures .

(usually subtestsl
Levels

(grafts)

Needing Miscue inventory
(Goodman & .Burke)
The Macmillan Co.

Boswell-ChM Diagnostic
Reading Test of Word
Analysis SWIM
Essay Press

oft Diagnostic
Needing Scales
California Test Bureau/

_ McGraw-Hill

Suichse. Needing.
Pisomusnt Inventory
Brigham Young
University Press

. WkM Range Achievement Test
Guldahos Testing .*.ssociates

SPECIAL:Utak .

AduN Risk Weeding inventory
*". Scholastic Testing Services

---
114,1;APIPA Foundation Si/n*8w
" Test Cooperative Teets and

Services . .

. '' . .4. .. ,
. .

California Phonics Suivey
, California ,Test Bureau/

McGraw-Hill n

Psychblinguistically analyxes
why miscues are made as reader
extracts meaning: qualitative as
well as quantitative analysis

Consonant and vowel sounds
and combinations, syllabication

t

recognitiori, oral and
silent-reading, phonics

Word recognition and-reading .
paragraphs... screening for place-
men'

Reading. rpelling.%rithrnetic

(OrouP.test)Sight words, .

sotiod and letter discrimination,
word meaning (reading and
listening), context-reading

(Group test) Simulated news-
Papers to test newspaper readihg
ability 1 r

'(Group test) Vowel end con-
sonant confusions. reversals,

&configaration, endings, negatives-
-oppositee-sight words, rigidity

Alt
levels

1-8
(retarded
readers.

9-12)

1-9

Detect
Publication or Time.

; Latest Revision , Brief Resume et Evaluation

1972

'

varies

1959 5-10 Ouick but limited assessment.

1963 20-30 Gives considerable info-minion, but
standardization leaves much to be
desired.

1971 .20

1-12 1965 20-30 . over 'aiming manualAperhaps useful
for qui estimate of general level of

s ability (to determine appropriate level of
a survey test).

.

Functionally
illiterate

adolescents
'and adults

7-12.

7-16

4,

1966 6u Adult norMs lackingx perhaps informal
methods of diagnosis more yseful
for akilled reaping specfalists.

4
40-50 Norms and reliability data basegyn

prepublication forms.

. 40-4§ Useful to dentify weaknesses 1n
phoneme- he nd standings,'
but not reasons for m erstandings.



Test and Publisher

Doren Diagnostic Reading
Test of Word Retognitlow
Skills
American Guidance Service

Husisman Word
Discrimination Test
Miami University'Alumni
'Association

Iowa Every-Pupil Tests
of Basic Skills, Test B
Houghton Mifflin

Iowa Tests of .

Educational Development
Science Research Associates

McCullough Word-Analysis Tes
Perionnel less ..

ta S of Reading
College dents

ersity of Minne Prbss

jWhat It Measures )- . Levels

/
(usually subtesb) (grades)

(Group test) Letter recognition.
beginning and ending sounds.
whole woid reCognition. words
"within words, speech consonants,

4i3nding, 'rhyming, vowels, sight
rds, discriminate guessing

(Group test) Use of length,
external design and configuration
in perceiving words. Can give.
approximate reading level

(Group teSt) Map reading. usdof
°references, use of index, use of
dictionary, graphing .

(Group tests)
Test 5: 'Ability to interpret
reading materials in the social
studies.
Test 6: Ability to interpret
reading materials in the natural
Sciences
Test 7: Ability to interpriet
reading materials in'literature
Test 9: Use of sources of
information

(Group lest) Initial blends and
digraphs, phonetic discrimina-
,tion, matching letters to vowel
sounds, souhding whole words',
interpteting phonetic symbols,
syllables, root words .

(Group test) Speed in reading.
History. Geography. Economics,
Government., Psychology,
'Education,. and Science

Date of
Publication or
Latest Revision

Time
(mM. ) Brief Resume Qi Evaluation i

1-9

1-8

1964

1958

180

15

3-9 1947 55-90

9-12 1942-61 ,70

70

.. 60

35

4-6 1962:63 70

12-16 1936 6-15

More valuable as individua l. rather
than group test, but useful in the
hands of a skilled teacher.

,.
No manual: no data on reliability.

Well-constructed test, using life-like
samples.

Well:designed battery of widely used
'achievement tests with good norming
and statiglical information: however,
length of time.required to take the
tests and the ilack of uniqueness In
these reading tests warrant close
consideration.' ,

Rest single instrument for assessing
mechanical aspects of wordanalysis.
Can identify specific difficulties inter...
fering with higher order cognitive
procesies.

Inadequate manual, but test has
cohSiderable .



4.

.

Test end Publisher
What It Measures

. (usually subtests)
Levels

(grades)'

Pdu. Reeding Tait tor-at-
University Book Store.
W. Lafayette, I ndlana

RON Scientific Reading
Test
Richardson. Bellows, Henry
8 Co.

'Reeder Rater with ,

. Sating Profile .

Better Reading ProOrtim

Reuter% Inventory
'Educational Developmental

Laboratories ,t

Reeding Adequacy 'MEAD"
Test Individual Placement'

; Series Personnel
...,....liesearch 'Associates .

Reading Progress Scale
Revrac Publications

."
Reeding Versatility 'Test'
EduCational Developmental
Laboratories

1

, (Group test) 14 reading
passageslfr m industrial material
witrf.A8 rrhltiple.cholce test items.

(Group test) Paragrap4 om
scientific disciplines with

'multiple-choice questions. For
;PMPfoyees In technical' copipanies.

12+

12+

(Individual testVSPeed; cornpra- 10-12
: hension; reading habits; reading
for details, inferences and main

*ideas; ac) uifing speed; a m-
marizing. sliirritning, recall of
information; speeded and. tin-
speeded vocabulary e

\ .

ilribup test) Reading 'interests.- -9,..re-

attitudes, habits, visual con- .

..- ,ditions. background. expects-
:. bOns M''reading e

-(Grcl.tp test) Reading rate.
,

percent of comprehension,'
popeVtd reading rate. For

ts i industry.

4Groug test) Eviltiates, progress in
" eading: 4 paragraphs needing

Fompletion by choosing between
pairs of test Wordi

.(GrotiO teit)fRate, compreL
heniion. skimming, scanning

, 12+

Date of
Publication or
Latest Revision

5-16

1955

1950-69

1965--

1963

1966

. 1971

1988

Time
(mln.) Brief Resume of Evaluation*

35 Well-constructecLtest. a)simple
vocabulary test could do the same jot

60-65 Needs_rnore evidence of validity; .

unrealistic paragraph sarnplesi.
typography and Inadequate man I. ;

60-120 No data on reliability; no'norms.

16-20c Useful ffil; inexperienced teacher;
-manual gives iNerpretations of and'
sugdestions for particular problems.

10-15 Yields quit's estimate of reading speed
but needs more evidence on reli-
ability and validity.

Reliability and' validity all rit4titit
measures ability to decode. 'not,
necessarily understanding.

o'

40=50 Poortest:' dubious interpretations
: suggested.



Teet and Pub lithos'
t What it Measurps.

Date of
Levels . Publication or

(usually sublests) = ° (grades) Latest Revision

-
Time
(min.) Brief Resume of Evaluation

illobineen-Heit Reeding
'Teel*
Ohio State University, .
Press

Survey el Study Habit's
and Attitudes .

Psychological Corporation.

- Teel on the U. of the
' Dictionary

Riseding Laboratory and Clinic,
-Univ. of Florida

N'
Tests of General
Educational Development
American Council on Education:

(Group test) Readingiability for
art, geology, history and

, fiction: Rate and comdrehension
measured .

(Group test) Efficienci,
promptness, attitudes towards
teachers, co-educational
objectives

Tests of ReadingLi"
Inter,American Series
Guidance Testing Misociates

' MfelOS4-DhimeCrRhmsi
Thinking Apreisai
Harcourt Brace Joyanovich

MI6 Range Vopabutary Test
Pvichological
Corporation

.(Grouri lest) Pronunciation,
meaning, spelling: derivatick-

- usage

(Group test)
Test 2: interpretation of
reading 'materials in the iatur5i
sciences.
Test 3: interpretation of reading
materiels in the soCial Studies.
Test4: in rpretation of literary
matrialØ, Used fOr candidates fo(

-high sciooI equivalency certifi-
cates. Special editions for the
blind and partiallk sighted.

(Group tests in English and
Spanish) VoCabulary, gompre- .

hension

(Group test) Inference, recog-
nition of asSumptions, deductions.
Interpretation, evaluation of
arguments .

(Group.,test) Reading vocabulary.
Can give quick estimate of
intelligence.

1346

1
7-14

1949,

1967

15:

20-25

747:

9;16 1963 30-40

9-16 . 1944-70 120

7-13 1967 50

9-16+ 1964 50-60

r
3-12+. 1945

, A
10

Useful for obtaining in a reasonable
leogth of time' measures of differences
in reading peitormance In different
subjects. -.w

Good teaching aid.for teachers and
counseiqrs useful to frank and
motivated stuilpnts. ,.

No data onTeliability, tentative norms.

- .

.0
,

Superior tests, lacking some
statistical data; Itemized scores wot4d
appear desirable, but chief question s
whether these testS contclbute inform
tion not already obtainable Horn test
of intelligence and of general reading
ability.

Could be useftd in measuring vocabu-
lary and comprehensiqn of students
entering U.S. schools from Spanish-
spealdng countries.

Useful instrument to understand and
Opraise critical thinking.

Norming and reliability -information
incomplete. buO gseful screening
device.
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Inas steps can theiseacher tate to develop !deal norms?
Howie,' local norAs be usetto benefit inst ciion?

:, -

It/
,..-)

IT'S EASY TO MAKE LOCAL NORMS

Edward Fry
.

Rutgers University

Teacheri sonikimes think that you haVe t6 have a computer, or at least a
statistician, to Make local norms. They are, wrong. Almost'anyone can
quickly learn to Makelocal norms, and you d6 not ntkd any statistics, corn-
puters, or even addingtmachines: If you can count and have a piece of paper,
...you haVe all you need. .

There are many reasons for making local warms, Standardized tests
usually give ont)y natjonal norrns and might give only part of the information
ybu Waitt in yOur khoOl br district. Informal tests written by teachers, cri
terion referenced tests,.ancl all, types of .skills tests "to 'meAure objectives
might not have any norms at ,all. It is useful [6 have local norms to see how
an individual student rnnks in comparison to his peers. It Might be important

: for the teacher, the supervisor, or the child to know that he moved from the
fourteenth percentile to,the sixty-fifth percentile after instruction.

,

A'ptrcentile tells how a student compares with a standardization or norm
group. A percentage is almost the.same as a raw score; it tells only what
percent of the total possible items a student got right.

The trouhle wit4raW scores, which are the scores on most teacher-made
tests and criterion refereanced tests, is /hat they .are determined by the test

I _ author alone'.,I f the author says that:90 percent is "passing" it is often basal
on ,not ti ng but the author's subjective.judgment. What if the author is
wrong:, ' nd it is aIrhost impossible for anychild to get 90 percent? Or if any-

_ -
'. Adapted from Journal of Reading, 18 (DecOmber 1974), 241-243.



body, wit out even studying, can get 90 percent of the raw score? Normed

tests att mpt to eliminate this difficulty by comparing the studeht with his

peers. In many respects, it can be Much fairer to .the student than an au-
_

thority'siudgment.
To be really fair you must ask, "With which peers do ,I compare this

student?" Most published standardized tests attempt to use children 'all

- across the Unit&I States from a similar age group. This is one useful corn-

parisoo but it has some rea pitfalls. It includes regional differences, class
;. differences, ethnic differ nces, Itortbr influenee differences, curriculum

differences, differences in schoc)11 philosophy and emphasis, but these

, differences are often submerged by the "rn t),." If honics is not stressed

or taught Much in a lóa1scldl, why,shou1d students be penalized by getting

low phonics scores in nation nor ? It is more useful to know. that Juan is
in the top 20 percent of his Crassjaking a reading test in English than that he
.
s iIn the bottom half nationally..,

If you are convinced that local norms rhight be useful in measurihg.

7 'achievement or progress, here is how you make them. You can use raw
scores -(the number of questions answeted coirectly) on eithei a formal

published test or a nonstandardized test such as one a teacher or curriculum

.committee made up. It will not make any difference if the test is a little too

tard to a little too easy fot%the grouplocal norms adjust for that. You must
get a ratite of scores, howeyer, so that some students do better tgan others,
and's° there are not extremes at the top or bottOm of the test score range. .

.

Start with an eisy example. We will assume that you have 100 students in

your fifth grade, and you want local norms for the fifth grade on a test. You

.administer a reading test which has fifty items; the lowest student gets
fourteen right mid the best ,student gets fOrty-nine right, so the range of.

. .. scores goes from fourteen to forty-nine.
.

I. Sort the answer sheets so they are n order of raw scores: fourteen oh.

the bottom and forty-nine Off-top. In the iddle of the range, a !lumber of .

students might have received the same raw -)oreofthirtrsix. N

2. Label a sheet of graph paper so that along the verticle axis the *nes are

numbered from b to, 100.

3. Label the columns% with the range of raw scores, in this 'case from
fourteen thRugh forty-nine.

4-. To ploA.ach score on the graph, the first score would be represented

by a dot at the intersectiob of line one and.column fourteen; the second

paper (which tad a score of sixteen) would be at the intersection of line two

. and column sixteen; the third paper is plotted on line three, and so on. If you

are in a hurry, you cari Inerelyplot every fifth paper and not lose ntuch ac-
curacy. What you shouldend lip ,Nith is agroup of dots which'inore or less

' lorm,an S-shaped curve on the graph paper. (Seg figure.) .°

20
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v.

Local Norm Graph Convartfrig
Raw Score to Percentile

XYZ Reading Test
_Form A

N 552 fittrkeaders, October 1974
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Raw Store

To find the mIcentile for any studerdenter.graph with his raw score and read perceraild off left axis. A
, .

raw score of *Places student et 50thi percentile in comparison with the norm group of fifth graders.
ra .

5. Draw a curved line, which mathentaticians calVsMootlAng the_curve,"
so that it seems to go through thd average of dots. It will actually,go.thr,ough

. some dots, but just above or below others. Do-not bend your ttrve so that it
gcres 'through every .dot. It must be Basically smooth without bumps and
sags. Usually it will have a slight "S" shape. This, incidentally, is.a ery

mathematicak proc-edure;1doirig it graphically is easy while doing It By.
formula is very hard. After you have pencid in your curve, you might look
atilt from a distance, makea few adjustments:get rid of irregulatities, did
finally ink in the finiihed curve. s/ ,

6. Youtlocal norms 'are ready for use after labeling the vertical cblum (I
w 100) "Percentiles."

tsiword, Fry
c . 48
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Use of Nomograph

To find a percentile with a raw score of forty, you go to the column above
' the raw score of forty, see where it hits the curve, then read the percentile

acrois from that point, which is, eighty-one according to the chart.

This curve ,on the' graph paper is called a nomograph, and or most
practical purposes, it is just as accurate as a table of numbers whih convert

raw scores into percentiles which are found in the typical test manual.
. _ -

I'betrick.pf this whOle thing is not drawing the durve, but 1ff 'selecting the
norm, troup. It should be representative and as big as possible of that
represencative population. If, for example, you !lave 552.,fifth graders, you
should, piit all the answer sheets in a pile, shuffle them as well as possible,
then ranilamly draw out 100 papers tot plot. You can, of course, make local
norms ,Alth less than 100. You will notiet quite as stable a'norm base but, in
many instances; it might be much better than national norms for your pur-
poses tosee how your own individual children do.

Ltc4norms can be made each year or ihe same graph can be used for
severall years if you continue to *use the same test. They caan greatly aid the
readig teacher, administrators, ariglassroom teachers in using_ and inter-
preting reading test scores for published standardized tests, criterion
referenced tests, or locally made tesp.

I
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Section Two

SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

qelecting appropriate content area instructional materials becomes
more cpmplex when_studentdifferences in reading and study skill
status are revealed"through assessment. In order to select appro-
priate instructionaLmaterials, the purpose of these materials must
be placed in perspective. The primary emphasis must always be on
the content to be lehrnedthe information and concepts necessary

.for students to achieve content area learning objectives. The..
ifistructional materials through which these cosntent area objectives
. are pursued are means to this end. However, there is no disservice

done to students if content area objectives are pursued through
instructional materials which accommodate the range and diversity
of students' reading and study skills development. By providing 'Old

:information required for content area Jearning, while encouragiptk
4 the development pf the reading and study skills necessary to achieve

this learning, instructional materials become learning deviceg;'.and
not simPly depositfiries for content.

In this section, bans explores the conceptof multilevel instruc-
tiorial material as it pertains to the teaching of science. Implica-
tioni can be drawn clearly for other content areas as well. In the
second article, Fry describes and ratiorkalizes his, easily used read-
ability formula and, in doing so, provides valuable insights int9 the
measurement of reading.difficulty.

3 0
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How does the multdevil approach accommodate student dighrences in reading ability?

'is. How can concepts be taught aiing the mtiltilevel approach?
How cart student learning be evaluaied when using the multilevel

1

WHAT PRICE sucaEss,
wHATILEVEL. SCIENCE

// .
.:Donald 'R. Daugs
University of Victoria

Most sciene curricula are centered around one tektbook. Teachers corn-

plain that many students-:gannot r6ad assigned r.n4terials. The complaint is
valid. Marksheffel (1966) 1-epRr.t.& that the range between bottom and top
reading levels will average six\to nine grades at the high school level:In 'an

%unpublished study, Daugs (1968) indicaCesAhat over Sici percent of students
using seven current junior and senior high textbooks were unable to read at

an instructional level as determined by an informal reading inventory:

Two Solutions
Se

)
There are two alternative solutions to the above dilemma. A curriculum'

can be designed that reqdres no readiffg or the reading needs of the pupils
can be met.

Some elementary science curricula haye gone in the dircctioq f requirifig

no reading. The, fiscs. Materials; Me Now, written for educable mentally
retarded eleven to thirteen year olds, are designed so that, "Ideas must be
developed without the necessity. for reading" (fiscs 1970). .

The concepts of science cannot be develoPed effectively by- auditory
stimuli only. A gOod example of:this was observed in a high school biology
class. Aostudent teacher had introduced the days' lab activity oil enzymes.
The enzyme of interest wag diastase. The student teacher mentioned-the

Reprinted from Science Education: 55 (4). 569-572. Copy righl 1971 by John Wiley & Sons.

Inc. Reprinted witlrperinission ofJohn WileAt Sons. Inc.
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word dnce. Late in the lab, period, in circulating around the room, I over-
heard a number -Of students talk- about the enzyme ':distaste." (They had
heard diastase qnce. The students had 'never seen it written down by the
teacher nor in print.) Given limited language development skills, it is not
surprising that the "level of scientific literacy" (Daugs 1971b) of our high
school graduates is at the distaste level.

The Me Now materials beg the probl y introduci new vocabulary
andloncepts by visual means (writin ocabulary on the (1,), but provide

no reading or writing erience. n attempt) repeat ueiv words
verbally.

.A good exk
this writer in
terials. Student
term students were o

le of
iewing

wer

inade
a vi

te vocabülaf development was observed by
tape Of experimental use of the Me Now ma-

ng Benedicts' solution for a ',!sugar tester." The
ave used wag sugar tester, but the teacher had men-

tioned Benedicts' solution. After the activity, the teacher asked the class-
how to test for sugar. A,student replied, "Put in the benediction."

The teaching of science concepts and vocabulary needs More than a bless-
ing. An obligation exists to meet the communication needs of all pupils. The
alternative to no. reading is to supply students with readable textbooks. The
reading needi of all students cannot be served<out of one textbook.

t Multilevel Materials .

AdmitUstrators are often hesitant to initiate a multitext a0proach due to`
supposed increased cost. This is not a valid assumption. The slight incrare
is balanced by student benefit. If a teacher is using one teubook for thiity
students, ten textbooks at each of three reading levels will cost no more .

Publishers' have been hesitant to publish textbooks_at different levels dr:
reading diffiCulty; however, wide ranges of difficulty exist in alkscience
ciplines when various publishers are considered. At the high school levet,'
biology-textbooks are available that treat si,milar topics ranging in reading
diffieülty from grade seyeif-'level through college level. If textbooks, are
chosen at three levels of reading difficulty for a given classroom, the reading
needs of the students.can be better served than if one textbook is used. *

Student assignment to reading level should be done by topic, rather than
for an entire textbook. Two.convenient instruments are available to de-
termine which students are to/be assigned to a particular reading level.

These instruments ire tho group infounal reading inventory.and the cloze

protedure.
The group informal reading.inventory is used primarily as a quick screen-

ing device to determine which students cannot read assigned materials. The
inventory is 'developed. by selecting a passage of about 350 words from a
given "dnit in each of the textbooks to be used. Care must be taken to select

Donald R. Daugs 25



passages not predicated on preceding material. Ten questions are dev,eloped
for each paissageThese questions should be approximately one-third fact re-.
call type qVgtions, one-third vocabulary type questio, and one-third in-
ferential type questions (Markshefrel, 1'966).

Students read the passages ditectly from the textbooks. The inventory,
-4' should commence in the texyhat is closest in reading difficUlty V) the grade

level of the class. After the reading of the passage, the students are given the
ten .coinprehension check questions. If a student can answer.70percent pf
*thb questions, it can be assumed that the student can /read the text prof-
itably. If the score is 50 percent or less, the student will be:frustrated by the
materials (Betts, 1944; Markshefrel, .1966). Students scoring under 70 per-P.
cent should be given an; inventory for a lower level textbook. Students scor-
ing 70 percentor over should have the opportunity to take an inventory for a
text of a higher level of difficulty,. The teacher will still have the problempf
deciding whatto do with the students not scoring 70 percent on the lowest
level of the materials.

The cloze procedure is of relatively recent origin. Cloze readability tests
are made by deleting every fifth Word from a passage. The deleted words are
replaced by underlined blank spaces of a uniforin length. The tests are then
'mimeographed. For the purpose of student placement with a multilevel text-
book approach, cloze tests ate made by unit from passages of 350 or more
word's from each of the textbooks..Students are instructed to write in each
blank the exact word they think was deleted. The only correct response is
the ekact word deleted (misspellings excepted).

Researchers Bormuth (1967) and Coleman (1966), using the cloze
procedure, have adopted the criterion comprehengion tev,e1 of 44 percent
correct responses as correspondingfo the traditional 75 percent comprehen-
sion level (Thorndike, 1917; Betts, 1946; Markshefrel, 1966).

Students should be given the cloze test from the textbook closest to the
grade level of the class'. Those students 'scoring .44 or more can prt)-f-
itably read that text. They, should have the opportunity to attempt to read a
text of greater difficulty. Students scoring less than 44 percent shouid take a
doie test from a lower difficulty textbook*

After studerkts undelstand the testing purpOse and procedures for the
method selectod,'students can self test and self place themselves for each
unit. Using three textbooks 'and either of the abäve testing procedures will
result in a placement distribution.of students, with a few students below the
lowest level of the materials, slightly over one-third at theiowest level of the
.materials, slightly wider one-third at grade level, and the remainder at, the
highest level of textbook difficalty (Daugs 1970a). If textbooks are ordered
aceording to these guidelines, with a few extra at each level of difficulty, the
readlug needs of the students can be better met th.an if one textliook is used.

3 3
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Teaching Strategiess

Use of the multitextbook approaCh dittates that teaChing strategy incór-
porate concepts common to all levels of textbooks. Concepts unique to each
level of aifficulty provide each ability sttldent with his special cbniribution to
classroom experimentation and discussion,

Existing textbooks in all of e sdence disciplines generally.treat the same,
major concepts, whether written at the seventh siade reading level or the

twelfth grade level. They do vary in types of experiments and partiCulars at-
tributed tki a type of approach. A good exaMple of this is found in the various
versions of escs materials. To use fthe green, yeklow, an--d blot versions of
BSCS. biology simultaneously in a classroom would admittedly be a'big task;
however, it'would provide an interesting, synthesiS of biology. The teacher
who indicates this approach is impossible should sPend some.time observing
the 'varied activities that go on in the elementary classrooms. The best
example of.thistpproach observed by this writerqvas in fourteen elementary
classrooms using sRA's The Earth's Atmosphere, in which students use
science materials at five levels of difficulty.

Evaluation

The need to evaluate student progresi and traditional' requirements for
letter grades dictates that some means be used to measure gains.
Experience has shown that students object to different tests being given by
difficulty level. Students prefer one test for all. Tests Must be readable, i.e.,
written at a reading leyel comparable to the lowest reading level cif the--
textbooks used in the dassroom. Test items should be made up of questions
unique to each reading level, questionscommon to all reading levels, and in-
ferential tYpe questions not found in any of the materials.

Use of a- pretestrposttest finds favor with students. When grades are
based on total gain, rather than the highest score on a unit test, the students
at, the lowest levels of material have as great a chance to earn an A as the
traditional A student. To alleviate the potential problem of the--better
student underachieving on the pretest, _it is desirable to set a criteriOn
pretesticore at which the student is excused from the unit under study.
There is no need for an individual ,to suffer through a unit if he all:eady
comprehends the material. These students become your lab assistants or do
enrichment ectivities.

Where do you stand, reading or no reading? If you require any reading, is
there only one textbook? What are you doing to the over 50 percent of the
students who can't read the assigned materials? Can you afford to take the
time needed to allow more of your students-to succeed? What prices are you
willing to pay to allow all of your students the chance to experience success?

Donald R. Daugs
3 4
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How can Fry's readability formula be sued to aid in materials selection?
When asinmptions underlie readability formUlas, and wh}it caulk% are intplied for their use?

A READABWITY EORM.ULA.°
THAT SAVES flME.
Edrird FrY

' Rutgers University

. . - .

The purpose of this article is to present a revision of the Readability Graph
"fegether With diredtionsior its use arid'to present some Validity data which
.conwarea readability scores on several different formulas.

Readability formulas have been around for many years and a good deal
has been written abckit them. For the reaaer who wants a diore detailed
overview of the topic, booksjoy Klare (9), Chaff (2), and Dale (3) are recorn-
mended: Vet, the topic.seems to hold fresh interest for each semester's load
of grtjduate students-arid fOr some serious researchers.*Thoughreacfability
forrnulas are used by some teachers; some librarians, and some publishers,
their number is all too few...Tel-haps the. Sheer" time it takes to apply-these,
fo'rmulas causes them mostly" to .langulsh in term papers and occasional

,magazine ar.ticles: . .

Tie Readability Qiaph was §rst developed when I was in Ugandaand
simplicity

0

Vas a prime prerequisite. The original version appearedin print
that, was read mostly by British readers (6. 7),. and hence it is not too well
known in the United States. Iterhaps the fact that it was Originally geared to
a set of African readers has baused it to be accepted more by fhe emerging
nations.

.

The Readability Graph Presented in this article\ is aimed at the United
States educational scene.. The grade level designations are for America; the
simplicity is a need I find universal.

4..

' Adapted frorridournal of Ifeading, 1 i (April 1968), 513-516,575-578.
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Perhaps simplicity rruiy best be measured in printed pages, The Dale-
haIl takes" ti.boin eighteen printed pAges while the Readability

Graph takes only about two. The SRA formula is relatively simple, but itre-
quire& a plastic gadget which costs several dollars and it hal only four
difficulty designations.

Directions for Using the Readability Graph
.-

' I. Select three.One-hundred-wOrd Oassages from neat the beginning, mid-
dle, and end Wile book. Skip all proper nouns.

2. Count the total number of sentences in each hundred-word passage
(estimating. to nearest.tenth of a sentence). Ave'rage tAse three numbers.,

3. Count the total number of syllables in each hundied-word sample.
There is a syllable fqr each vOwel sound; for example: cat (1), blackbird (2),
continental e fooled by word sitze; fdr examige: polio (3), througlt
(II. Endings such as ed, -el, or -le usually make a syllable, for example:
ready (2), bottle (2). find it convenient to count every syllable over oike in
each word and add 100. Average the total ritImber f sillables for the three
samples. , , .

4.- Plot On the graph the average number oils tences per hundred words
and the average, number of syllables per hund words. Most.plot points
fall near the heavy curved line. Perpendicular lines mark off, approximate
grade level areas.

Example
Sentences per

100 words
Syllables per

100 words ,

100-word sample Page 5 9.1 122

100-wcird santfile..Page 89 , 8.5 140

100-word sample 160. 7.0 f29.Page

.3)24.6 3)391 .

Average 8.2 130

Plotting these averages on. the graph we find they fall in thefifth grade afea;
hence the book is about fifth grade difficulty level. If great variability is en-
countered, either in sentence length or ia the syllable count for the three se-.
lections, then randomly select several more passages and average them in
before plotting.

"ow Accurate Is the Score?

If you Want a nontechnical answer, it is "probably wittiin a grade level."

The problem of validity is difficultiFirst of all, there are no rigorous stan-
dards of just what:fourth grade difficulty is as opposed to fifth grade
difficulty..4There seems to be some loose sort of -agreement between
publishers and educaTO.s, which is based on. experienct and perhaps a little

30 A Readability Formula TitatSavis Time



On test data, as to whaygrade level designations mean. However, even stan-
' dardized test data are not exact,. AnyhOdy Who has used an old readingtest,

say the 1957 California Reading Test, on his class, then used the 1965 Stan-
ford Reading Test on exactly tht same class at nearly the same,tinie; Can

.yOu that the...class mean, reading score expressed in grade level is quite
;different.. In general, newer, testa are more difficult dr, in other words, a

. nintkgrade4tudent today reads,bettei.thAnia ninth rade student in former
; '04* , ...

The Dale-Chalf is partly validated 'On teacher-and librarian judgments of
'material difficulty and partly by correlation with Other formulai(2):

A

Hence the problem of validity is complicated by trying to determine grade
level when grade Wel won't stand still and when subjective ludgMents" are
abbut as good a standard as can be found. There is a partial way out of this .r

validity dilemma, >however, and that is by Using relative ranking. For
example, you can see if a.forrnula ranks a given:group of books in the samc
order as do other forrnulas.

You can alsedeterhiine reading ,difficulty of the books by looking at thle
mean comprehension scores:of a class who has read therhooks'. In using
comprehension, scores you run into the problem of equal difficult.), of
.cOmprehension,tests(is.the test for Boa' A easier than the teSt forlitook B?),.:
but with all its faults, comPrehensifin te4s give us a. somewhat, more objec-
tive metho4 of ranking the difficulty bf boas than j st "sUbjectiveteaCher
judgmente4 The comprehention test meinbd also hives us a cornpletely
,different method Wan simply compaiing Formula 1 th Forniula 2..

crade levet designations were determined b simpl plotting lots of' books
which publishers said were third grade reade s, fifth grade readers, etc. I
then looked for clusters and "srnoothed the cu e." After some use and cor-

.

relational studies the grade level areas wer *taste* Thegrade level areas .%

didn't come out too even, but that is part of the trouble with working with
real data. The fact that there is much less graPh space for grades four and
five than for grades six anneven is intertsting.:It May be an inaccuracy in

'our data Or it may mean that fourth.and fifth grade materials don't change in
difficulty as Much, as. Licth' and-seventh. grade MaterialS and/or students'
reading abilities'. In any event, Other formulas such as-Dale-Chall and sick
don't attempt to designate levels only one grade apart. (Dale-Chau gives tWo
grade designations such as 5-6 or 7-8 and SRA gives%even broader designa;

° tions.)

Results of Comparison Investigation

The Readability Graph presented' id this article ranks books on a hard-to-
easy continuum abo,r as well as Dale-Chall and Fleschigand.saAlirthula's
(set Table's 1 rand 2). It also seems to give about the same grade level

Edwardfry 38'
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Mkni I
RELATIVE RANKINd OF TEN HOOKS BY READABILITY METHODS AND"

STUDENT COMPREHENSION SCORES

Book Title

Dalf'r; St'udent

Fry A 'Rotel, Chall' Flesch Comp.

A

Light in Forest ' 3.3 2.5 1.0 .1..5 2.5 . 1.5

Mir and.Men ' .2.3 2.5, 7.0 3.3 2.3 1.5

The Pearl . 2.5 2.5 2.5 LI 2.5 3.0

Shane 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.5 2.3 4.0
. .

Death Be Not Proud 6.5 i 7:0 7.0- 6.0 6.0 5.0

Moon Is Down' 10 3.5 4.5 6.Q 6.0 6.0

To Kill A M'bird 6.5 5.5 4.5 , 6.0 6.0-. 7.0

. Tale of Twb Cities 8.0, 9.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 8.0

6ilis Mainer r 9.3 9.0 10.0 8.5 8.0 9.0

Act One 9.3 9.0 7.0 8.5 10.0 10.0
,

designationS (sec Table" 3).The Dale-Chall ranks several books a little
harder than'the Readability Graph but perhaps the fact that the Dale-Chail
was developed about twenty years ago accounts for this. At least it is hopeful

to think that present sixth and nintll graders can read a little better.

The data injables lea, and 3,were obtained from the master's thesis of
Andrew Kistulentz (8), who was one of my advisees at Rutgers Unive'rsity.

The ten loks were used in his tenth grade English classes and he,

scon comprehension tests composed of three parts: true-false,

TABLE 2
\ INT ER COR R EL AT I 0 NS4 OF FIVE READABILITY METHODS RATINGS AND

STUDENT COMPREHENSION ON TEN BOOKS*

Readability,
Student

Method try SRA Botel Chall Flesch Comp.

Fry - .98, .78 .94 .96 .93

. SRA .98 .81 .95 .98 .90

Botel .78 .81 .82 .73 .64. .

Dale-Chall .94 .95 .82 - .93 .90
a

, Flesch .96 .98 .73 .95 .94

Student Comp. . .*3 WO .64 .90 .94 -
X rank'order correlatioA of .56 is significant' at the-.05 leveVand .75 is significant

at the .01 level.

:49
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te\ ": TABLE 3
MFAN GEADE PLACEMENTS -AND MEAN STOWS (' OMEitIlliNsION SCOIUS, ,

ON TIN 1100KS..! .

ey

llooA Title

Gratie.Pladment Scores 'Comprehension

Fr) SRA hotel
Dale-

Chall Flesch Raw Score %

Light in Forest
Mice and Men
The Pearl
SItane
Death Be Not Proud
Moon Is Down
To Kill A M'blid
Tale of Two Cities
Silas Mauler. tj
Act One .:'.

,

5,

, 5

5

7

6

7'
9

to
10

5

, 5
. 5

5

7

6

6

10

to
10

4

8

5

5

.6

7

7

9

to
8

',1

It,

,,t,

5

6

5

6)

f;
' 1 i

to
10 "

6 ,
6
6

6

8

8.

1 1 ,,

10-

12

92

92

90

04,89
88

, 87

82
.

79

7$

Note: Single. grade levettscores Ervin `formufas yielding groastit, designations were
obtained by averaging several samples -and tohnding to the nearee Vhole number.

multiple choice, an'd short paragraph,essay. He (hen did rank order correla-
tions -betwein the. Dale-Chall (4). Botel ( ). Flesch (5). ..and',$iti,;(1Z).'",'
readability formulas and the coin preh ension tests. Most of theform40 tot-
related quite highly among theMselves and with the compreheRsio tets".

, -

The Dale-Chall formula correlated quite highly with the iteaUtibility
Graph (.94). The high correlation with the.FleSch formula (.96) Nirai expected
as the inputs are basicallY the same, only instead of mathematicatComputt-
tions, thsGraph has plotting to yield levels. The sRA.formpla Olso has the'
same intiuts of syllables dnd sentence length; uses a plastic wheel for an
analogUe rule type) 'device to Compute level (correlation;.9,8)-that
yields four gross leveis only (12). ,The Graph yields l grade levels, My..only
explanation as towhy the Botel formula did not correlate better (.78) with
anythingidse is that it takes into.acepunt only vocabulary difficulty and coin,.
Pletkly. ignores Vracture complexity (which is usually reflected in sentende
length)...

On ,8 10Wqr !eye!, tf)e ReadabilitY Graph has been compared with the
Spache formula in a study done IV Martitt Kling and Clement Haimowiti
for theBoy Scouts oi America (/O. 11.).. They contluded.that. -there was a
very Close agieeffieni between the readability level according to both
formulas .. lt is itrbbablyfittore efficient to.use the, Fry keadability'Fbr-
mUla at the primary grade lsvel"(/0).

tdwasd Frx
. .
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ZLO

16.7

14.3
12.5
11.1

, et 10.0

0.2
83
7.5

3.8
3.7

GRAPH .FOR ESTIHATINC READABILITY
by Eduard Fry. Rutgers Unrsity Resetbg Comet. New .14way

112. me

Awngs numb.; ei syllables ter.100 word.

SHORT WORDS' LONG %vamps

120 124 126 132 134 140 144 148 162 . 168 '180 164 .1611 172

11111111111111111111111/211111M

r2i111111110.211111EP:MPAIIVIMIIMIL
111111111/21111111/211112111EMINIONIMb.rincrimmmlimmiummwmisah..siamEistsiolnitMcdsnmmuniszsm....
IMIPalP'.21100111111MINIMIPMENAMMIIIIPIllho-
NOMMINfrialla1111011111111111MEMINWAMMINIIIII

Miirrd1111.211MINIMIMMICEIMIEWIllrarli
M111111:1111111111KAMEMP:411111011VAVAIMII

,1111111igliAllEIIIMIIIIIV41112.11111/411/4111111
le111,a0111111111111M=111M11111111.01111ANIUMMININIM

'111111higatilMEA41101111raugillITAIM:511111E
11.111miamIKAIMPOINEWAINVAIMMINNImi

ilmfaiimiwANinuismilWmarAErnelawaimi
'511111111111011111111MWMGIIMENIIIIIME

Directions for Working Readability Graph .

1, Randomly select 'three sample passages and count out exacily 100 words begin- .

ning,with a beginning of a sentence. Don't cdunt numbers. Do count proper nouns.

2. Count the number of seatences in.the hyndred words estimating length' of the
fraction of the lest sentence to the nearest 1 /1 Oth..

, 47

3. Count the total number of Syllables in the 100-word passage. If you don't have a
hand counter available, an easy way is to simplV put a mark above every syllable
over one in each word, then when yob get to the end of the passage, count the
number oThsarks and add 100,

4. EntVgraph with average sehieriii length and number-of syllables; plot dot where
Ahe' two .rines intersect. Area ;where dot is plotted will give you the approximate

grade level.

5. deal of variability is found, putting more sample counts into the average

Reproduction permittedno copYright

/
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. conefuskn!

Rendabiliti'formulni have had a widespread, lOngiterm interest among
professionals in the reading biAness. However, their lack of use in broad&
edusntional circles may be due to_ excessive working tiMe and difficulty_ in
compsting some existing forMulai. The Readalgility Graph is presented as a
faster ivd siMpler methodof determining readabilitx. If carelates highly

SR/iv Flesch, and Spade formulai'. My only hope now is
that it be idelyused )3y teachers, librarians, and publishers as one im-
Pbriant, objective metllod of detirmining readability.

. .4
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ectiqn Three

:

GEN E R AL STRATEGIES
.

How can general instructional strategies, be developed which will en-
-courage student learning? The key lies in actively engaging students-
in the learning process. Appropriate instruction'al materials need to
be implemented through approprjate instructional strategies, and
these strategies must be stude4kentered. They must directly ina

lve students in the learning process arid, at the same time, provide
positive guidalice and direetion to further.independence in learning.

The.aiticles in this Section. provi e concrete examples of instruc-
tional strategies which actively lily ve students in leaining through
reafting.. This.. involvement is ac ieved through differentiated
instruction combined with flexible and varied classroom organiza-
tion. Earle and Sanders give specific suggestions for individualizing
content area reading assignments withp, the classroom. Hansell
develops a rationale and specific steps., for prereading activities.
Questioning as an ,ipstructional tooI/ii reconsidered by Herber and
Nelson, and shpUlalion strategies ,are advocated as a more realigtic
classroom practic*.: Finally, Earle and Morley provjde specific di- -

rection in how to vary learninetasks to allow greater student and
teacher freedom in the.classroom.

.

.

-

1 4.3
L.
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Whol six specific procedures are described for individualizing reading assignments?

INDIVIDUALIZING
READING ASSIGNMENTS

Richard A. Earle
McGill University
Peter L. Sanders
Wayne State University t,

Any teacher who has spent more than a day or two in the public school
classroom knows ihat students, whether grouped homogeneously or' not,
represent considerable variation in ability to read iequir,ed text Material.
The.:tange of reading ability and the variety and difficulty Of subject matter'.
text are -obstacles which Can prevent effectiOt interaction between the
student and the text. Those students Who are fortunate.enough to have at-
tained independence. may need no special,help. But what about tlie others? Is
it "sink or swim"? .

A short informal assessment of reading abilily will reveal which students
are less than successful in mastering their reading. Even more.important are

; the observations of a sensitive' teacher, one who feels that if an assignment is
Worth giving at all, differential amounts of assistance must be provided for
certain individuals and groups wifhin the class.

Individualizing subject matter auignments.is an attempt to get away from
regarding a class as a monolithic "They." It means providing enough help to
ensure that eachestudent will successfully master the required reading.' It
does not, requiteindividual preparation for each student in the class. Nor'
doe's it mean a different textfor each individual. No one means should be sin-
gled out and used exclusively. In fact, various techniques may prove useful in
different situations and in`several combinations.

Adapted.6orn Journal of Reading, 16 (Xpiil 1973), 550-555.
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Levels of Sophistication

Not all students will find it possible to answer, sophisticated questions '
requiring the, application of meaning from subject Matter reading. Some ,

'students might wdl profit fr9m questions'designed to identify and generalize
relationships among particular facts or ideas. By the same token; poorer
readeri generally find it easier -to locate and verify answers to specific
factdal questions, rather than questions requiring interpretation or aPplica-

..

tion.

This suggests the first means of,indiVidualizing subject matter reading.
assignments. Given an important assignment, match question difficulty to
the student: 'reading ability. ThL, each studelt can experience the satisfac-
tion of mastery at some level of Cornprehension, while all the essential in-
fortriation is gleaned from ihe assignment. Postreading classroom discussion
cal be planned to ensure that the information gained by each can be shared
by- all.

One note- of caution: It is tempting to "pigeonhole" students using this
method. We have been greeted (by teachers who thought they Were Mdi-
yidualiiing) with such statements as "These are my literal level kids, tliese
are my interpretation level kids, and these are my application level kids." A
pernianent.classification such as implied in this statement is,not desirable. It
may be detrimental to the child's learning, certainly to his Continued reading
growtlt in the subject matter classroom. Regarded as one means of adjusting
the task to student abilities, however, teacher questioning 'at different levels-

'. can represent useful and construetive assistance.
4

Differential Structuring

One of the most useful techniques for differentiating subject matter read-
ing assignments is to ask questions or give inStructions which incorporate
varying degrees of structure, according to the needs of different students or
groups of students. Strqcture, in this case; :Means.guidance built into the
question .itself. For example, a teacher whoS,e) guidance consists only of
"Read Chapter/ for tomorrow" is seally saying to the students, "Some im-
portant questions about our subject matter are atiswered in this reading
assignment, but I'm not going to tell you what questions they are. You find
the answers, come in tomorrow, and in our discussion I'll let you khow what
the qudstions were. If your answers fit my questions, you will be a winner; if
not, you lose."

Considerable guidance' cat be provided by a simple question; for example,
`Tead this assignment to find outesuch and, stith." Mille this at leait
provides students with some purpose for attacking the reading assignment,
some students will have difficulty in locating and verifying such information,

Earle and Sanders
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, 11

particularly in a lengthy reading assignment. For these students, a some-
what higher level of struCture is in order.,

Our 'experienee suggests that reacting to alternatives is, in, fact, easier
than generating alternatives. Therefore, questions' can be structured with
seve:ial possible answers, the student's task being to verify one or more-of
the alternatives provided..Depending on t e studrit's need for structure, al-
ternativei can be sophisticated stateme

l
ts representing application, gen-

ertiiätion,Otinference, each to be supported or refuted with evidence from
the reading.

.

On the other hand, several important details can be included in a struc-
tured -question, with the stUdent being required to verify their literal
existence in the text. In some cases, students who are unable to read well
enough-to comprehend material in paragraiih and/or sentence form can be
supplied with a list of single words to be verified or rejected in the light of a
particular subject matter question. Combined "with these techniques, vim,-
more structure can be provided by giving locaiOnal aid in the form Orpage; P

, ,
and/or column number.

e students who are oyerwhelined by several pages of reading can suc-'
ceed en the teacher indicates the paragraph.(or even line number) where
the in orrriation can bp found. This' approachlike most other elements of
indidi ualizingdepends on the diffi&ty the students are likely to have with
a given assignment.' It is interesting to note that some students who are la-

-beled "nonreaders" have successfully read subject Matter assignments when
questions included a little More structule. Structuring a question dif-
ferentially means .providing, within the question itself, enough guidance to
enable the student' to'he more certaM of loeating, identifying, and verifying
essential information contained in a reading aSSignment.

Collaboration by Grouping .4

There is an old saying that "Two heads are better than one." This
particular approach to individualizing , rests on the tenet that, with some
reading assignments, three,' four, or five heads are better than' one. The
essential element of collaboration is teamworkthe sharing of information
and skills in dt er to get the jot) done. Several fohns of grouping allow the
sort of team aring that is the essence of group collaboration.

One is what we could call a "tutor" group, where one person whb has a su-
perior' skiti in reading can be teamed with one or more students who are not
as pffective The_tutor,,with some direction from the teacher, might read
portions of the assignment to the others, clarify directions, react to their
'answers, and generally provide needed asSistance, In some cases, two
readers of equal ability might help each other, combining information to ar-

Jive at a larger understanding than either could achieve alone. Another form

4 6
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'of grouping is "ability" grouping, where the class is divided ato two or niore
groups representing different tevels of readinf perfor.mance.

This sort of groujiing, while not recommended as permanent, is particu-
.-Aarly useful when Combined with the technique of questioning at different

levels of coMprehension. Still another form of 'grouping is "in terelt" group-
wherestudents are teamed to complete various tasks representing com-

mon interests.
Incidentally, most students, given the choice, will not select a task that

appears too easy; rather, they will elect to do that which is both interesting
and challenging.

perhaps thc moist common:form of useful collaboration in the subject mat-
ter classroom can be achieved by "random" grouping.:In this form of group-
ing two or more students are teamed on the basis of any random means, such
as their seating arrangement in the classroom: As with other, forms of
collaboration, theobject here is to share skills and information. However,
the most important element of random grouping' is that it encourages an
interaction among the students. In contrast to theleaCher-led classroom dis-
cussion, random grouping provides each student tinfe'and opportunity to'
verbalize his findings, support his generalization, and question other
students.

Students are sometimes uneasy or even amused by the pr spect of
collaborativegffort. Certainly they have littlenpportunity for such sharing in
many classrooms throughout their public school career! nd e teacher,
may feel uneasy, perhaps equating grou collaboration ith cheating or
improper teaching. However, two facts /should be made Iclear regarding
grouping: 1) Students do learn from each other by assisting or challenging
their colleagues in active Ways; 2) teachers, when freed from the total
absorption demanded by the lectured are able to help, stimulate, and
evaluate students in individual ways. If/you regard group effort as an integral
part of individualized learning, your/ students will catch on very quickly.
Collaboration on subject matter assignments is one effective way of improv-
ing learning, especially for the less effective reader.

Selecting Appropriate Material

In the ideal classrooin each student operates with material thatis suited
to his instructional level. We know, however, that this ideal is rarely the
case. Some subject matter simply cannot be presented at low levels of
difficulty. In other cases, money is not available to buy published materials.
Or a given textbook may be required by those who design the curriculum.
The net result is that most content classroomsboast a single textbook, often
too difficult ?Or thestudent. this situation necessitates other methods of in-
dividualizing, suctys mentioned in this article. Nonetheleis, when cur-

Earle and Sanders 4 7



riculum-specific materials of easier readability are available, they become
another excellent meant of providing each student in your class with the op-
portunity to Master his reading assignment successfully.

N

Farying Assignment Length

In classrooms where coverage of the entire course takes precedence over
student uhderstanding, there is little opportunity to expect more of some
students than others. Howev.er, some teachers feel that mastery of fewer
understandings is more important than superficial coVerage of large
amounts of subject mattei' material. These teachers have found that yet
another way -t o individualize reading assignments is to vary their tength, that
is, the nu er of understandings to be gained. Some students can handle
lengthy assignments satisfactorily. We know, however, that others are com-
pletely overwhelmed by the prospect of ten or twelve pages of text. Hence,
they avoid the pain of frustration and failure by refuting to do the assign-
ment at all. For these students, reducing the reading assignment to
manageable proportions often gives them more opportunity for stiCcess. For
example, some may be directed to read only the most important sections of
the material, perhaps even a single page. Others may experience success in
selecting a few of the important ideas or dekriptive terms. In extreme

k
cases, poor readers could be asked to do no more thab verify certain-key
worsts% This particular technique is especially useful in conjunction with the
differential structuring of questions. ,

,Varying Time Allowed

Many students need more time to co-mplete required reading assignments.
They might be more successful if given a few additional minutes for hours) to
complete the task. It is unfortunate that the usual public school organiza-
tionthe forty-five minute period, the eighteen week semester, and the
grajed yearmakes this sort of basic individual assistance very difficult.
NeVertheless, the subject matter teacher can devise means for adjusting the
time factorjn. reading assignments while retaining the necessary degree of
guidance add control. Many sensitive teachers endorse deadlines firmly but
not,. rigidly; they do not 'regard deadlines as sacrosanct. Sometimes a
straightforward question, for examPle, ,"Would it be helpful if you had till
tomorrow, orJTt Monday?" can guide the teacher in his decision. Surely it
would do w ders for the student/teacher relationship by. communicating
thecncernfand flexibility that is the hallmark Of-the sensitive teacher.
Students Ko finish al assignment may move on to other tasks, including the
task of he ping those who need additional guidance. It is important to note
that additional time must often be combined with other types of assistance.,
as suggested in this article.

8
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Usbg.Noupriut Media ,

It is dOcult (even dangerous) for reading specialisti to suggest publicly
replacing. ,printed text ,With assignments 'that do not require reading.:,'
However, the' undmlying premiie of this' 4rticic.and the major concern of
most 1.1bject teachers is that mastery of tbegubject matter takes prece.:,';
dence over a student's reading development. ,

In PoMt of fact, the teaCher is expected to teach subjeti matter ideai and
skills, regardless of students'e,. reading 'abilities: Eyen when the Audent,!:
reeeives sefiarato expert reading instruction, Mcreased reading ability. is ak''

long time. coming. Therefore, when the Student is serely handicappea,
many important ideas can be communicated4ifrough other media,-such as
pictures, tapes, records, fihns, and filmstrips:Of course;.Veimust face the
fact that completeabandohrnent of required reading preltents the student
from.improving his reading ability. He becomes forever dependent an speech
alone to gather and asSess information in'a given subject area. It therefore
secms advisable to:usetther media as, supplement rather 'than as replace-
inent.

b.
.-

For example,.,,material presented orally can often be accornpaniedby writ-
e .feh-queStions'structUred TO:provide a maxiMum amount of guidance. Since

the questions are in written-Jam, they will require reading; hence,, they
represent elenients integral to both subject matter mastery and continued
reading growth. However, to the degree that reduction or abandonmen,e of
printed material is necessary to ensure student success,Ithe technique can be
effective in overcoming the obstacles presented by reading assignments.

Summary

This article has described several techniques for individualizing reading
asiignments in subject matter classes. The approaches mentioned herein do
not represent a comprehensive list of suggestions. Nor are they all
guaranteed to be equally practical or pivally comfortable to certain

; teachers. Experience suggests, however, that the use of these approaches
IL has provided many nonreaders with the help they needed to become success-

ful readersat leagt to some degree. That alone may be reason enough io
give them a try!

4 9
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What steps are recommended for planning prereading activities, and what teaching

procedure:are suggested?

INCREAISING UNDERSTANDING
'IN CONTENT READING

y. Stevenson Hansell
University of Delaware

Teachers in middle schools, junior high,..and high schools are accepting, in
increasing numbers, the fact that students cannot read theil- textbooksinde-
pendently: "What they really need is to learn to read!" "He'd be much hap- .

pier in the third grade Where he belongs instead of here in sixth grade.",
These and similar comments are beconiing inereasingly common. Recogni-

tion of the pid6lem has led to attem'pted solutions'in too few classrooms.

It is AO the credit of reading' teachers at these levels that they. liave the

hope, the desize, the understatding of how a single child learns, and the am-
bition to take on the tisk ofleaching each student in school how to read Well

enough to handle his textbooks independently. Credit must also be given to
content area teacher's who prOvide instruction with alternate materials when
they diScover that some or all of the students in their classes cannot read
their texts.

As reading teachers haye been' saying for years, students can be
frustrated, irritated, and demeaned by being required to attempt tasks at
which they cannot hope to succeed. Surely, an accurate reading level place-

!tent of second or third grade means that a student has a sight vocabulark-pf

7f Only 500 to 800 instantly recognizable words and a critically limited ability to

deal with unfaniiliar-multiiyllabic words. However, this real problem is com-
pounded by the belief that standardized ieading tests' and readability
formulas are exact measures and that the.resultar they yield are so powerful

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 19 (January 1976)307-310..
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that teachers are unable to overcome a mismatch in-these numbers. What is
the real difference in tility to-deal with A given passage between students
Who have fourth andlixth grade reading placement according to, stan-.
dardized tests? We simply don't know:,

One way that test publisheis have tried to communicate the inability to
.measure reading ability, exactly is to report scores' in percentile bands

'1 instead olgrade leVels. This practice naist be commended for its honesty. '
An interesting by-prodUct. of reporting scores by range 'rather than point is.'
that the total score becomes virtually useless tO teachers. Information about
a student' must be sougtri from 'an item analysis of his answers, a task that
requires more of ateacher's precious time..

Authors of readability formulas, too, have tried to comnrunicate the inac-
curacy of their form of measurement. "What I hope for," said Rudolf Flesch
(1952), "Are readers who don't take this formula too,seriOusly...." Jeanne

.,.Chall (1958) echoed tlfese sentiments when shesaid, !'the more mechan-
ically a readability formula is used in simplifying material, the smaller
the effect on either comprehension or readership.; In other words, both
standardized-tests and readability' formulas are rough measure's. Their num-
ben art inexact estitnates.

'We can see just how rnisleadinx such numbers may be when we compare'
the performances otcollege phifosophy majors with mechanical engineers in
understanding a ,technical description of the itress factors involved in

%Constructing a' bfidge and a passage from° A Critique of Pure Reason by

-: Kant. This difference is caused not by the average number of 'words per
senteace, not by the number ,of words which are not tm a list, not by the
number of syllables per hundred words, and not by a student's college board
scores,- but by the differences in the readers'. background informatiOn. The
engineering student knows more about physical stress and hOw it will be

_desCribed befoie he begins to read, so he can understandwhat he reads more
completely with less effort. The, philosophy student in turn knows more
about philoso*Phy and how phLsophers construct their.arguments. In short,
prior understanding eases reading.

Holmes and Smith (1973) have gone so far as to state that understanding
or) meaning identification precedes word recognition. Kenneth Goodman
(197.3),asserts that readers guess what meanings and words will occur by us-%
ing their unconscioui.awareness of their language and external cues such as
pictures. Terry Winograd (1972); demonstrated 'that knowledge of a
restricted "world" as well as a knowledge of a logic and grammar were re-
quired to allow a computer to assign meaning to Written discourse.

If understanding eases the,reading task and if identication.of meaning
precedes word c,ecognition, then all.teaChers may help students to read
texts, articles,' OF books by helping them Understand the content before they
deal with the print. Such a strategy puts reading where it belongs, as one im-

T. Stevensorekansell
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,

portant tool for .understanding.the World. The problemOf conetent teachers
, -

thert becomes; in Me words,of an eighth grade teacher in BOISton, one of

!'con ing the students that they know more than they,think they (la aiiout 4
my ect." .

, , -

Prereading Activities .

, There 2re-, two general categories of prereading activities.which address
the.problem'of increasing understanding prior to clearing With print: teacher

, -centered or student centered. Teacher centered prereading activities involve

such techniques as introductory lectures, films, filmstrips, or Videotapes,

u strtictu'red overviews (Earle, 4073), and teacher posed purPoSes, for
'.7.' examplg. read to find five ways to-produce more food." Student centered

1 prereading
activities require the students to thinleabout, discuss, or guess

about the.content of the selection. Stndents then read to. test t eir
'hypotheses. Student Centered prireading activities include such techniques
as the ReQuest procedure (Manzo, 1969) and the Content Direeted Read-
ing+Thinking Activity (Stauffer, 1975).

0

It is notable that, while teacher centered activities may be presented-in
texts and feachtrst manuals and applied..with little teacher preparation', Ae
student centered Prereading activities involve active teacher planning, deci-
sion making, arid reaction. To plan a Content Directed,Reading-Thinking
Attivity, for example, a teacher must: ,

4ekead passageio ideOily important canceiits.
2. (Mentakly) outline pasage.

1. .3. Decide how' the passage is organizeil
4. Design: a key question which will elicit,,imilaeoiganization inestudents'

minds (or use open questions: "How many questions can you think of about
this passage?" "What do you guess some answers might be?").

5. Test key question by seehmif outline (step 2) ansINers the question.

6i Decide what initial information (titles, grapble.s, surntriary, and so forth)
win help students to guess about content of.passage.

7. Search for ways others have applied these concepts.
8. Design open ended questions that will encourage applObtion.

Instead of simply askipg students to read a paseve, the teacker %rill ask
students,to examine the initial infosmation and then ask the key question or

-alternative questiOns. After listing all guesseson the cohalkboard, the teacher

, will ask stUdehts to read' to find if the author included their guesses. Non-
contributing studenti may be asked to sgect ofie or more guesses theyAan

,

call their own. The teacher then asks students to evaluate their guessts- in
relation to the passage, clarify the key concepts, and askApen ended ques--
tions that encourage generalization and application.

. .

iSince the student centered activities rely completely on student re-
sponses, questions, and guesses, this category seems far more likely to con-,

tlEak
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vince those students who participate that they do indeed krioW more than
,

they think they do,

If itudenteentered préread.ing activities 'etinvince students th0 they al!=
.rOdy understand the content and if understanding precedes word identifies,

. ,tion, then student centered prereading abtivities'are a mewls. for ;teachers to .
prevent student frustration caused by reading.diffiulty and to' facilitate the

:. ,-developinent of content goals.
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How is student comprehenskin developed through simulation stl egies?."

What procedures can the teacher adopt to implement simulation egies in the classroom?

V5t,

'W.
I QUESTIONING IS Nbt TKE ANSWER

Hirrold-L. Herber ,

Syracuse Uniyersity t
Joan B. Nelson
State Universitx of New York at Binghamton

,

. .

The.fiterro$ativeS "who, what, where, when whY, and how" are standard
:tools for the inquiring reader. A reader who can: apply these interroglitft's
independently has'the necessary skills for selecting pertinent inforrnation;
for developing conceptS by perceiving relationships within and avoss that in-
formaeion, and for syntheSizing those Concepts iiith otherS drawn 'from pre-
vious experiences.

These interrogatives are also basic to ques 1 ioning.,..i'teacher's rnot
frequently used ibstructional (op!. Most teachers regularly use questionS' to
guide students' reading of.text materials, believing this.to bean effective way
to help students acquire the information and ideas in the text.SorneteacherS
are alsO aware that reading skills are implicit in the application Of questions
to text materials. These teachers have two objectives in their,.use:of qnes-
lions:: I) to teach the content in the tekt and 2) to teach the reading skills
necessary for answering the questions being asked.

The validity of,..these two objectives seems obvious. Holkever, a .caretil
reflection on what tti'ese. Objectives assume, particularly the second .one;
raises serious/questions about that validity. When pne directs students' read-
ing with questions, there is an implicit assumption that students already have
the reading skills necessary for a successful response to thpse questions.,:lf

,the students do indeed possess those skilli,,then such questioning is perfectlY

'Adapted from Journal.of Reading. 18 (Akil 1975), 511.2 517.
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valid. But if students in fact.do ttot already have those skills, then directing

cr readibg with questions-that assume they do is misdireqtetheaching.

71sit, yalid tO iise a teafs,hing procedure whiCh, On the one hand, is designed
to tat& a skill but, on Ihinther hand, assumes prior possession of that skill
in order to perform the required task? This is what' happens-when a teacher
attempts to teaFh intermetation, for example, by asking interpretive clues-

%sof stk00.who'need help in learnpg how,to interpret. If students can
swer thki.eirpretive questions, do they a* alreadypossess ihe interpre-

'dye skills? 'ffthey do not possess the .skilOoes asking questions that re- i.
qu,igetheuseof thi:eskilli really teach them ilie skills?

seems very probable that, flp: 'nstruction in. how to read with good
cOmprehensioa4uestioninAfinot i e answer.

Consider what is assumed for students by the science' teaeher in the
following lesson pn pollution. The reading selection in the science text
focuses on carbon_coonoxide as a major air pollutaht. The authors have or-,
ganged their inforrnation and ideas using the cause-effect pattern of organi-
zation. Some of the cause-effect relationships are explicit; others are im-
,plicit. To acsuire thcinformation' and to perceive the concepts imbedded in,
thcmaterial, students need to be able to read for canse-effect, an important
part of the comprehension process.

Prior to giving the reading assignment, the teacher and students engaged
in appropriate activities to prepare for the teidding. Assume, then, the
teacher knew that his students needed help in learning how to read for
cause-effect. His instructional purposes were I) to develop students' skills in
reading 'for cause andedect and 2) 'to guide iheir leaping of the content of
the readiag selection. To aid in accomplishing those tiurposes, he gave them
tlfe folloWing questions:

I. ,What percentage of all air pollution is caged by carbon monoxide?
2. Why is carbotimonoxide a major pollutant?
3. Now does CO poisoning affect a person's body?
4. Where does much of our CO poisoning come from, other than automobile

engines?
What is the-most obvious way to reduce air pollution?

6. How do socidy's prioritics relate to air pollution?
7. What have you observed concerning pollution that suggeits people wquld

rathcrnot facc reality?

Someof these queStions dre, at the literal level; oth ers are at the interpre-
tive, requthng students to perceive cause-efTect relationships across in-

-formation from several places in the text. Still others are at the applied level
of comprehension, requiring students 10 synthesize ideas from the reading'
-selection with ideas from other sources or experiences.

cAO 'mese good questions?;Sarely, they are. --AFe they appropriate ques-
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tions? No, they are not, if the intended objectives are to be believed. The
questions may be appropriate for students who already know how to read for
cause-effect relationships,,but they are premature for those who lack the
experience and skill. For students who have not learned how to manipulate
information and ideas in this fashion, questions that in reality assume
possession of that skill do little to develop it. Using questioning to direct
students' search for information a ideas assumes at least some com tency
and independence firthe process essential for the search.

Questions Are.Valuable

None of this is to suggest that questioning is poor teaëh2,proceure
the absolute sense. Speeches have been given, -conferences,o inized, and
papers, articles, and books written on questioning as an ineruc onal device.
Anyoike conversant with education cannot doubt the appropriateness of
questioning.

0 . The art and science brquestioning is fundamentaleto good teaChing. Well-
fornied questions can stimulate both critical and 'creative response from
students as they interact with one another or the text muterial. Questions
can be adjusted to the needs of students and their ability to respond; ranging
'from simple to profound, concrete to abstract. Good questions can reinforce
the reading skills that students already have by providing practice on the ap-
plication of those skills. Ma y teachers use study guide questions for that
purpose. Good questions, a companied by reinforcing feedback on the na-

, ture and quit?ty of the respon es, can raise th.estudents' levels of sophistica-
tion in their use of the reading skills implicit in those questions. Many
teache'rs provide students with study guide questions to serve, as the basis for
small group discussions to accomplish that purpose.

But what happens when students do not possess the:s,klili, to practice or
reinforce? What does one do when questiono not semi appropriate& 'db
the job? It is very likely that there needs to be a procedure that is
preIiminary to the application of good questioning strategies. This could well
be the application of good simulation strategies.

Consider a different approach to the same lesson on carbon monoxide.
The teacher guides students throiitgh tpecame aRpropriate activity to
prepare them for reading the text. The purposes for reading are the same.
But the manner in which the teadher guides the students is different. The
following materials aregiven to the students and the teacher goes over the
directions orally to makt certain' they uhderstand how to perform the task.

Carbon Monoxide

Part I. Direc ns. Hele are twelve sets of words or phrases and numbers. The
words or plrlses in each set are separated by a slash. You are to decide if the
first word or- phrase in a iet stands for a possible cause of what the second

a
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wordsr phrase itands for. The Ornbers at the-:end of each set tell you the
page, paragraph, and lines WheWyou can find the information to help you
decide: Work together to ma e your decisions. Be ready to show the informa-
tion in the text that supports our decisions:

1: Carbon Monoxide/mare than 51 perent air polluiiori (113,1,1-3).
. Autom' bile +engines/80 percent, carbon monoxide ,emissions (113,1,

677).
3. Ificom lete ,combustion/significant percent of CO ernissions (113,I,

. 4-7).
4. Carbok monoxide/danger, Mini, death (113,2,1-3).
5. One gallon:gasoline/three pounds CO(113,2,6).
6. Mild CO poisoniEg/highway accidents (114,1,1-2).
7. Faulty exhausthfstlems/poisoned people 1143,9- I I):
8. CO poisofIng/oxygen starvation (114,2,1-2):
9. Hemoglobin and CO/strong chemical bond (114,2).
10.,,f1eavy smoking/p Irmanent combination of hemoglobin and CO (115

.0,4-6).
, 1,1. Inhaling CO/troub e with heariv (115,1,9-11).

12. Reduction in traffic/obvious remedy (115,1,1c

After part one is completed by students and discussed, they do part two.
Again, the teacher goes aver the directions to insure underganding of the
task.

Part H. Directions: Read each of the following statements. Check those you
believe to be.treiiorrable . l'hink.about the work you.did in Part I of this guide as
well as othec ideas you ha've about pollution.

1. _People will risk their lives to have what they want.
2. What a person wan is is not always what he needs.

3. Good replaces bad 'Imre easily than hadireplaces good.

What you can't see on't hurt you.
5. A surptus can cause a shoitak.e.

Now, what is the difference between the two lessonS and the procedures
they-represent? The obvic4is difference is that one is based on a set of ques-
tions while the other is based on.a set of,words and phrases and a set of state-
ments.. But within that ob 'ous difference is an important distinction and the
potential for simulation.

You will note that the raterials for the second procedure really present ,
possible answers to the 41 ektions posed in the first procedure. But the
teacher asked those cfuesti ncof himself rather than of his students. As a
skilled reader of science m Vorial, he was able to discern the cause-effect
relationships and to expreisit'hem by-a series of related Words or phrases as

7 well as by a set of sentences. He then took these, his own answers to his own
questions, and presented theIi to his students as a series of-alternatives for
them to consider. Their task kias to take those "answers" and determine if
the information in the text or ideas from their store of knowledge and
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experience either supported or denied their validity or reasonableness.
qi-Students discussed thcalternative:s aniong themselves insmall.groups and

later with:the teacher. In those discussions the question that was constantly
,

- ritised in reference tosdecisions about the validity, of alternatives was
"What'your evidence?" Studebts respOnded to thaf question by identifying
information from the text or ideas from their experience to jt.q;tify their deci-
sions. Thus, they went through a simulation of the process the teacher went
through when he created thoSe-alternatives in the first pities.

.
'As a skilled reader, the teaCher could perceive relafionships within the in-

formation and could state those relationships. On the other hand; when
students are not skilled readeis-, they may expetietice great difficulty doing '
what the teacher pan do welt But when asked to find support for statements
that do express possible relationships across information'in the text, they
can locate that information. in finding , support for the statements, the

' students:. deal with the text in almost the same way the teacher did in creat-
: ing the stateinents. They develop a feeling for the skill the teacher had to ap-

ply when creating the statements. .
. ,

Simulation can be defined as an artificial representation of a real
experience; a contrived series of activities which, when taken together, ap-
proximate the experience or the process that ultimately is to be applied inde-
pendently. As it pertains to the process of compi7ehension in reading, simula-
tion would be to contrive a sct of activities which approximate what one does

hen one compi-ehends independently. In our example, the activity approxi-
mates reading for cause and effect, providing a representation of that
experience. Repeated over time, experiences of thiS type give students a

, feeling forprocesses which ail part of reading comprehension.

Independent Questioning

With that feeling as the base and the reference point, and with the confi-
dence that comes from success, students then can respond more readily to
questions that require the application of the skill in order to produce their
own answers.' The teacher can explain that the process is almost the same:
they still look 'for relationships and they still think about what ideas those
relationships represent; but now they develop their own expressions of those
relationships. With the previous simulated experience providing a pattern to
follow, they are in a much better position to produce such answers than if
they had not had that experience.

The principle operating here is that it is easier to recognize information
and ideas than it is to produce them. Using tkat principle as applied to .the

__difference between responses to statements and responses to questions, one
ean establish an instructional. sequence that moves students along a con-

.
tinuum of independence.
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1. The teacher prepares gatements for students' reactions. References
are added to indicate where students might look in the text to determine if
there is information to support the statements (page, column, paragraph, if

.necessary).

2. The teacher prepares statements for students' reactions. No
refcrences are given.

3. The teacher-preptres questions for s,tudents to answer. References are
added to indicate where students might look in the text to find information
which, when combined, might answer the question.

4. The teacher prepares questions for students to answer. No references
are given.

5. Students survey the ,material, raise their own questions and answer
them.

6. Students produce statements ormeanings, concepts, and ideas as they
sead.

Within each of these steps in the sequ'ence one can accommodate a range
of ability ancLachlevement by the sophistication of the statement or question.
Steps I ,through 4 are teacher-directed; steps 5 and 6 are student-directed.

Earlier it was stated that using questions to .guide.,dents' reading in
order to develop reading- skills is really based en th asspmption that
students already have the skill; otherwise they would not be able to answer.
the question. To be sure, the simulation as represented in steps 1 and 2 in the

.above sequence also makes some assumptions; but not nearly so Many.

Students identify, they do not produce, the valid responses. The 'assumption
is that when they encounter the information in the text they will see the con- ,
nection between that information and the statements. If they do not, it may
be because-the statement is too abstract. Sb j,ou make it more concrete,
adjusting statements just as you would adjust quesjions.

The next time you gniAptudents' reading, ask yourself the questions you
would. normally ask thent44-,g-issyies thnt deal both with the content of the
selection and the comprehension process essential to understanding that

' content. Then give the students your answers as a series of alternative state-
ments to respond to. Depending on your students' achievement levels, 3,811

may want to provide references for them as §uggested above. Ivj414 certain
the statements aren't too sophisticated for them. However, do rtbeafiaid
to have the students think beyond the literal level ofFompretension. Then be
ready for responses and for justifications you may not havtthought of your-
self. These will come if, after students have responded to the statements add
are discussing them with you, you keep asking the all-important question,
"What's your evidence?"

And where' does all of this happen? Right in the regular content area
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classroom, of course. 'And who does' it? The regular classroom teacher.
.liow?.M indicated above. When? As often as...it seem§ profitable; us
.consistently as tirnt and logic will allow. Why? Because students need the
help; they need to be shown how to do what their teachers require them to
do. What? We said,Becuuse. . ."

1 '
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6 .How can time, task, and movement options be mod(ed to provide greater student and
! teacher freedom in the classroom?

THE HALF-OPEN CLASSROOM:
CONTROLLED OPTIONS IN READING

Richard A. Earle
McGill University
Richar4 Morley
Los Angeles Schools

Educational commentary of the 19,70s reflects an inten n for
increased freedon with responsibility, in the classroom. This t least
revisited) profess nal consciousness has pervaded the "syst eluding
those of us who cb the language arts. Implementing such ady philo-
sophieal goals as "freedom with' responsibility" has proved onerous. Too
often we flit from one promising innovation to another, adopting with little
reservation, often rejecting with disappointment. Thus, many of us conclude
that organizational schemes and sets of materials do not, by themselves, hu-
rrianize and iridividualize instruction ih reading and English. Only teachers
do. In the kands of an unwilling or threatened Vacher the most efficient
classroom plan becomes chaos; the most promising materials turn stale.

The open classroom concept, regarded by many as a direct route to mde-
pendence for stuaents, often tends to arouse student interest, improve the
climate for learning, release the teacher for small group and individual
guidance, and generally promote the uneven growth we must expect in a
classioom characterized by true individualization.

lOnfortunately, many of us are hesitant to "open up" our classrooms.
After all, we were successful learners in more traditional learning environ-
ments, and many of usiare successful teachers in the same system. We have'
seen the open classroom, particularly at the middle school and secondary
levels, fail miserably, the victim of extreme teacher discomfort andltudents

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 18 (November 1974), (111-135.
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who were unable to accept a'large measure of responsibility. So, fearing the
unknown, we stay with the fnmiliar. ,

Ctur tlasses meet for forty-five minutes each day-. We are responsible for
the. usual Englietrlcurriculurnliterature, composition, and ithe other lan-
guage skills, including reading. With such a V'ast curriculum, we find it invit-
ing to allot twelve to sixteen weeks to theltudy of literature and smaller
ptriods of time to each of the other language areas. We knoW that language
skills should be taught in.an interrelated fashion, but it never seeins ;to work
for us. We sctredule a single topic per day along with a single class activity or
homework assignment. On occasion we try adniinistering diagnostic or
pretests, but a few olthe' kids always pass them. Then, not knowing how to
proceed, we stop giving pretests..We become a classic case of the power of
affect over cognition.. We know what we should do, but e are afraid to
change. We are not satisfied with our teaching, but we are fraid to "go off
the deep end." 0

To bridge the gap between the classroom in which no options are allowed
and one which offers a maximum of freedom is the basis for the half-open
classroom. The underlying assuMption is that (nstruction can be humanized
and individualized a' step at a time, obviating the need for 'an overnight
"moth-to-butterfly" transformation. Increased freedom with responsibility
can be achieved by the gradual adjustment of three elements: I) time, 2)
task, and 3) student movement. 13y slowly increasing options within any
given element, the alert teacher can reduce an awesome goal to one of
manageable proportions.

Time Options

While the teacher experiments With time options, he cOntinues to
prescribe both learning tasks and student movement. However, he begins to
offer students alternatives in sequence and deadline. The first step is to.allow
students some freedom of sequence, that is, to complgte prescribed tasks ih
any order they choose. For example, "I've listed hire on the board several
things. They must be completed this period, but you can do them in any
order. ni be available for help if you need me. Any questions? Begin." Al-
though this is indeed a meager beginning, most students appreciate a
measure of freedom that does not tax an underdeveloped sense of responsi-
bility. As for the teacher he is now free to answer questions and help indi-
vidual students make decisions, without that sinking feeling of no 'control.

The next step is to extend the sequencing responsibility from a single class
period to longer periods of time, with carefully described tasks listed on the

-"Chalkboard ar assignment sheets. Reading assignments formerly made on a
daily basis, for example, can be extended to a complete novel or grOup of
short stories, with additional structure provided by study guides or ether
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aids. The teacher as diagnostician is freed from the wholeclass presentation
to Monitor thc progress of all students, encourage individuals who are "daw-
dling, and quietly aid thOse Oiho are having difficulty. Self-correcting guide

questions or quizzes can provide studentitith cofiptant feedback throughout
the various tasks, .allOwing the teacher more time to spend with those
students who display lesi ability or responsibility. After each period of inde-

pendent sequencing, the scheduled whole-class presentation or discussion
deals with the substance of the learning tasks as well as the degree of
comfort and revonsibility exhibited by the students and the teacher.

As independent sequencing becomes'manageable, it becomes evident that
some students rieed more time than others to 'accomplish a given task oi
series of tasks. The teacher may, now feel free to enforce deadlines firmly,

. but not rigidly.'In his individual consultation throughout the working time,
time limits can be quietly extended or reduced on an individual basia*As in-

.

dividuals t.:4N&D>tips of.students finish the prescribed tasks, small group dis-
.....ussions can be icheduled, "tuneout" time allowed, or other tasks sug-
gested, such as choices of writing assignments or the task of helping peers
who need additional time and guidance.

After experimenting continually over several weeks, we find that students
become more responsible and more cOmfortable with time options. With

t.Increased confidence, arbitrary deadlines can becOme teacher-student deci-
sions. Perhaps time restrictions may be removed altogether, with the excep-

'tion of those the students impose on themselves. We find.that students can
increase their self-direction and initiative, if we feel free enough to let them.

Task Options

Learning tasks are determined by whatever instructional materials we
have available,, combined with "pet" assignments which sam to work so
well for us. Dividing tRBse. tasks into "required" and "option I" categories
adds another dimension to our system of controlled options Ience, we may
prescribe the following tasks (allowing time options as descri ed above):

01 Read ',The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" (p. 123 ff.). Remernher our
class discussion on "daydreams." Be sure to use th&stud guide as kin aid;\
copits are in the folder on my desk.

2. Complete your next level in SRA Reading for Understanding. Be'sure to
chart your results. If you have any difficulty remembering the procedures,

check with me. ,

3. Do lesson fourteen in your spelling book ())p. 32-33). Put-the completed
assignment in the box on my desk.

4. From where you sit, select one apple in the bowl on the 'front table.
Describe it in writing so a friend could identify it.

Earle and Morley 6 3
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Now we begin to offer combinations of prescriptions and options. For
example, "You Must complete any three of these tasks." Or, "You must
completethe first Iwo tasks and either three or four." Anothersmall step is
to split one or more tasks into Optional halves. For example: a) Read Walter
Mitty and complete the Study Guide. b) Read the article on heart trans-
plants in Newsweek (Oct. 14, 1972) and answer the guide questions:

Such minimal freedoms can be expanded easily as both teacher .and
students develop. For example, both time and task options can be seen in the
follOwing short story unit: AsSuming we are to concentrate on the concepts
of plot, character, and theme, we devise. three lists of short stories
representing each of the .three concept Ireas. Students are instructed to
complete Study guides or quizzes concerning stories they choose from each
of the three groups, then participate in teacher or stndent-led discussions.
Another pogsible option in this unit could involve leading a discussion, or
writing a-short paper concerning plop, character, or theme of one of the
stories read. The element of choiceitere is centered in reading matter, a
choice which, no doubt, we all desire. Various leliels of sophistication pan be
represented, with 'Some stories labeled "challenging" or "easier to read,"
and differeptiated writing assignments devised. Incidentally, given the op-
tion, most students will not continue to Select tasks that appear too easy;
they will elect to do that which is both interesting and challenging.

Ai both teacher and students gain confid nce in handling controlled op-
tions of time and task, some students leap a ead on assignments; others lag
behind. This is to be expected aS individuals become involved in a learning se-
quence. But classroom reality prompts us to form some semblance oforder.
and indeed classroom or group interaction necessitates some common
ground of subject matter. One possible solution is to formulate fewer re-
quirements and increase the options for those students lagging behind. For
students soaring atkead, the teacher can suggest a list of "quest" activities,
where the student defines his own learning tasks and the length of time he
plans to spend. Such questing can supplement tasks being completed by the
rest of the class, or constitute a self-directed project stemming entirely from
a student's particular interest. A list of "quest" activities/projeCts related to
certain assignments can eventually be developed by the teacher and
students. Such projects, games, reports, stories, and poems can be accumu-
lated to provide even more options to sfimulate future student interest.

Movement Options

Classroom space is perhaps -the more sensitive element in individualized
LIM-Ping. Which kids go where, when? Everyone from parents to janitors has

definite ideas about the right way to arrange the furniture and the students.
Here, too, prescriptions' can give way gradually to options. One step is to let

P
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the arrangement of furniture and students filovi the tasks, rather than to
fit the tasks to a permanent physical organization. For example, if record-

, ing and/orlistening is an expected task, a ,closet or co'rner of the room can
be set aside for that purpose. If free reading is an option, another corner
may become the library. If student' tutoring or group effort is inescribed or
offered, some desks must be arranged to accommodate this activity. If news-
paper or magazine productio e e he teacher's desk can be used as a
center of writing-editing a ivity plus individual student-teacher
conferences.

With both students ,and teachers becoming comfortable with the move-
ment necessitated by individuality of time and task, wo can approach the
difficult job of grouping to correct specific skill deficiencies, ig a system
of pretests and related prescriptions, such as Tactics in Readth4 Power III, '

The Rrading Spectrum: 'or other available materials., vvio e lockstep'
broken and individual learning begun, one prescribed task AA be' listed as:
"Take the pretest on Have it checked by me or someone else who
has already maStered it. If you pass it, record the results on the class_chicrt
and mOve on to another task. If not, sign up with me for small group work
with others who need to improve that skill." .

Student mov ement within the classroom is only a small part of the total)
picture of movement options; however, students come first in terms Of ease
and comfort. Options can be expanded, if school rules permit, to choices by
students to spend time in the library, study hall, commons/cafeteria, or a
particular subject/department resource center. The teacher, of course, dis-
tinguishes among student movement essential to learning tasks, "neutral"
movement that is a matter of individual preference, and movement which
actually detracts from learning. He makes' it clear that increased freedom

-always means increased responsibility. Most students quickly grasp the,con-
nection between the two factors, and cooperate to solve problems that might
jeopardize freedom gained.

' We are tempted often tà impose rigidity in the classroom, rather ihan run
the risk of .creating havoc. The optimum balance between freedom and
responsibility is a tenuous thing. Change is necessary to achieve this balance

-and to maintain it; change that is consistent and bermanent, not flashy and
fleeting. However, change does not require specific instructional materials,
specially designed physical facilities, or a particular typc of administrative
organization. It does not depend on teacher aides or team teaching. Nor
-does it preclude them. For students, change meansindividual growth that

!. comes by-doingpracticing skills, manipulating ideas, pursuing interests,
k and by fulfilling the basic need to accomplish things and feel 'good 'about
1. yourself.

--, Only the teacher, however, can lead the way when he feels free to change.
,s.
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Significant change: in classroom management must pepreceded and accom-
panied by. Changes in teacher attitude, and change is firer comfortable. But
the necessary discomfort can remain.manageahle through an awareness of
the basic elements in classroohi mapagement,rand the knowledge that each
element can be considered in turn, opening up the cfassr9oni hy degues to.

.achieve increased Freedom with responsibility.

<
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Section Four

;SPECIFIC METHODS

The range of spteipc;reading and study skills needed for successful
content area learn4ng.is wide and varied, and so arc th'e methods re-
quired, to teaeh these skills. The specific skills taught and the
instructional methods adopted will be in dire0 response to.student

'skills needs as rvicaled through assessment, lind will be Undertaken
within theatramewOtli of tne general instructional strategies out-
lined in the previous section.

A comprehensive treatment of all the possible reading and study
skills involved,in content area learning and the specific methods for
teaching each, one would go far beyond the scope of this' vtilume.
However, the three artiaes which follow repoesent the three 'most

-common areas of skills instruction needed by tudent- word
identificatiod, Cornprehensidn,-and _organization skills. In The tirst
article. Bortnick.;ind Lopardo illustrate how, the cloze procedure
can be used effectively to teach word identlfication through

.contcxtual analysis. In the second grticle; Harker rationalizes Und
outlines a .rnethod for teaching comprehension. 'Finally, Putrlain
shows. bow students can be led titrough an instructional sequence
that will result in greater independence in organizing and retaining
information read. All three articles describe method which, like the

. general strategies 6utliPed in the previous section, dctively invofve
students in the learning process.

'6 7
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Why it the clot, pmcedure appropriate tor teaching ef min t clue,"
What slept can pe taken to adapt the clo:e procedure to teach conte.t duet'

4

AN INSTRUCTIONAL APPLICATION
OF -THE CLOZE PROCEDURE

Robert Ro41.nick
L'niversity0`Calijitrnia at .4inta Barbara
Genevieve S. Lopardo jz
ChicagoState.University

a

It is generally agreed that the contextual cue is a powerful word recognition
'strategy eor both._ the b\egibning reader and the more advanced reader.
,Moreover, it j.s a'stiategfttiut is most often employed by the efficient adult
reader. Thus, instruction'sal progranis in reading at all levels should provide
for systematic instruction in this word recognition strategy.

The cloze prjcedure lend.s itself to instructiOn in the usd of contextual
Cues as a reading straiegy. It Can also be effectively used to teach 'other
aspects of 1he,4 reading program, including word', analysis, v_ocabulary
d<flopment, and knOwledge of the structure of,the English languag.

How to Use It

Cloze type materiAl can be used in a variety of ways to teach the use of
context: One activity will be described but itsan be adapted in a variety of
ways for different instructional purposes and for students with different
levels of reading ability. Using a random doze passage, every fifth word de-

dig leted and replaced with a blank of standard length, rhe activity proCeeds as '
follows., '

As a group activity,.or on a one-to-one basis or small group Activity, the
teacheeinstructs students to read silently an entire doze passage which has
been specifically prepared for them. Reading the cloze passage in its entirety
will help the students to make maxiMum use of redundant intbrmation and

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 16 (January 197-3), 296 300.
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contextual cues throughout the Pasiage when they later attempt to fill in the
doze blanks. Reading*through the cloze passage alsO fosters the habit of
'railing the material before and.after the. deletion. Students need to bd
taught that if they are going to make use of context as a word recognitioli
strategy, it is imekirialit they read up to the unknown ward and beyond it for
additionatcues.

After 00 doze passage has been silently read, it can be read aloud,
sentence bY sentence,'either by theleacher or a student. Students can then
suggest 'words which might fit into the blanks. All semantically and

-syntactically acceptable responses are taken but students are asked to offer
'reasons for.their choices. Offering the reasOn, is one of the most important
,aspects of the instruction since it encourages an understanding of the struc-
ture of the language and provides the teacher with a considerable amount,of
information on the instructional needs of students. For example, the student
who'replaces a noun in a verb slot or a present tense verb in a past tense verb
slot is ineed of particular instruction. Through 'examination of student.
responses, the teacher becomes sensitized to students' peculiar instructional
needs.

Through discussion and,direct ingtiuction, the teacher helps the students
- 'decide on acceptable responses and to eliminate unacceptable ones. Reasons

for acceptance oliPlimination are taught and/or discussed. It -)lis not-
.

necessary rto discuss every item in a passage. The teacher may pick certain
deletions for discussion which suit the purposes of the lesson and students.

The cloze passage with possible correct responses is then compared with
the original, unmutilated _passage: In this comparison, discussion and
teacher guidance will focus on whether meaning is affected by the accep-
tane'e of certain responses. For example, it can be pointed out that the inser-
tion of the word automobile for car does little or nothing to change the mean-
ing of a passage. On the other hand, the substitution of the noun bike for

book, although syntactically acceptable, most probably would affect the
rnyaning of the passage. In using the cloze procedure to teach context, the

teacher repeatedly points out the cues which immedkSely surround the

blank as well as cues which may appear'at the beginning, middle, or enthof

the.passage.

Further BenOts

'Other kinds of information can be pointed out in the comparison
cloze and original passages, depending upon the pulbse of the instrO

Certain words (noun, adjective 'markers) in the immediate envir.O
ofthe deletion cue the reader. -

The position of words in a sentence gives certain cues: a deletion that is
the first or last word in a sentence limits the possibilities of choice.

;:
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The redundancy of language within the passage cues the reader: often a
deletion at the beginning of the passage is clarified by later redundant in-
formation in the passage.

The teach'er should lead students to understand that activities utilizing
doze passages involve strategies that will be of value to them in their inde-
pendent reading. Reading strategies (suctilas those described above) need to .

be carefully delineated for students. Moreover, students will need many op-

portunities to apply and practice these strategies. Simply having students'
comPiete ebze passages does 'not teach the strategy but gives practice in

what has already been taught.' r
After the comparison and discussion of the cloze and original' passages,

students 'can independently folfOw the same procedures on a different
passage..Passages of different levels and length can be prepared to meet the

reading needs of a wide rang6 of students.

After the teacher sets the purpose for the particular cloze passage, the
.activaxican be summarized in terms of directions to the students as follows.

Read through the entire cloze passage,silently.
"

Reread the cloze'passage, writing in words you think fit the blanks.

If you can, trY to offer your reasons for Our choices for these blanks
(teacher selects certain items). "It sounds right" is a good reason in many

cases.
Compare your choices w-ttlicthe original passage..

Be prepared to discussAoth passages.

The preceding instructional 'procedure can be varied ,by the use bf
different Aype§ of cloze paSsages to focus on different aspects of reading

instruction. Sbme examples follow.

Prepare cloze passages deleting certain lexical iterns%nouns; verbs, ad-

jectives)_to focus ins,truction on the syntaCtic constraints of the language.,

Prepare doze passws deleting parts of wards (for instane, delete all '

or the word except for initial apd final phoneme, inflectional ending, or pre-
.fix) to,focus instruction on word analysis strategiev In a recent study, the
authors prepared such a passage to study tft4' reader's utilization of
particular linguistic cues in word recognition.

Prepare cloze passig4With only the first or last wo'rd of a sentence de-
leted as another means Sf roming instruction on the syntactic constraints of

-
'the language.

Prepare doze pasSages deleting items for which students must sUpply0

synonyms to focus instruction on vocabulary (meaning) develapment.

Prepar cloze passages over different content areas or authors to focus

instruction dqØfere sin language structure or:style..

64 An Isuructional AppIitikrn J'th
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IV Prepare doze passages in hich items containing .cetaiI phoneme-
grapheme correspondences are /deleted (for instance, .all r d eted
contaidthe short a vbwel sound,/consonant duster dr. or whatever) to

...instructionon this particular type of word,,anales strategy. /.

941' As is pirent, the teaCher must prepare all of the 'passages for the
varioits s ggested activities. Whereas this may .be considered a disadvantage
"dilative to the teadier's. time, it has the advantage of insuring the piepara-,
twai of materials which are peculiar to particularstudepts''needs. Further-
more, if intruction 'using the doze procedure is to be effective;the tes.ticher
must takeih active, direetive role in instinction.

Summary

The doze proceaure is a useful one for, the cf4ssroom teacher. !though .

procedure is p useful in ascertaining the readability ormaterial and in
'i

s
this article as been concerned with its instrUctional °applicati s, the

evaluating student performance. In terms of the latter, the authors have
been engaged in the development° of a silent reading inventory based on
recent doze and criterion 'reference research' (Bornamth, 1971, 1972). he in-.0

, .I,' 7 0venjory represents an effort to provide the teacher with a pro dure by
s Which student performance may. be interpreeedand evaluated.. . ..- . , - .. ..,

While a plethora of discussion on the cloze procedure, exis in, the titera-
4:.

., ture, only. a small -Anion relates to instlictional application;oonly a few
paragraphs (Schell-, 1972) hpe beenilirect4 toward the 'hoiv of teaching
with the procedure. This article has attempted to bridge thegap between re;
siinerch 'findings and their application in thettlassroom. .-.'
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What ratntae is presented for adopting a task analysis appmttc l! to teaching
comprehension? %

What procedure iv suggested to teach comprehension as a pro6fem solving pmcess? .

a

4

TEACHING COMPREHENSION:
A TASK ANALYSIS APPROACH

W. John Harker
University of Victoria

One perplexing, yet common, problem facing the secondary teacher is the
student who responds to reading assignments by staling, "I read it but I
don't understand it." What is the most effectiveif method- of teaching
comprehension at the secondary level?

The answer to this question rests on an underlying notion as to what
constitutes comprehension. While the exact n4ture of comprehension
remains a matter of continuing controversy, a working understanding for
teaching purposes is possible..

Comprehension is essentially a problem solving process. The student is ex-
pected to understand the reading selection for some particular purpose. To
achieve this understanding, he must undertake a problem solving task. In
performing this task the student's cognitive skills and abilities are mobilized
in a manner unique to the particular comprehension task at hand.

Thus, the nature of the comprehension task determines the method for
solving it. And since no two.cqmprehension tasks are identical, the methods
of solution differ.

For this reason a task analysis approach to the teaching of comprehension
is appropriate. Rather than teaching specific comprehension skills in a
yacuum, as is so often the case, a more realistic practice involves analysis of

'Particular comprehension tasks as a means to solution. As students grow in

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 16 (February 1973), 379-382.
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ability to analy-ze and solve comprehension problemk, their ability to use the
necessary comprehension skills develgps concomitanily.

Method Illustrated

Three examples employing different kinds of comprehensioutaSks
illustrate how the task analysis approach to teaching comprehensionliay be
used in the classroom with reading material from different content areas.

Often the simplest kind of domprehension task requires literal under-
standing. Here students are expected to comprehend what is stated
explicitly in a passage. Such a passage might contain sentences like the foil.
lowing:

Against the back of the shelf stood a row of strange looking bottlessmall
round bottles of red glass, clear bottles containing a mysterious amber hued
liquid, bottles of a peculiar hourglass shape, some bottles squat and opaque,
and still others haying bright green contents and standing tall and cylindrical
on the shell':

Students might be asked, "How many different shapes do the bottles
described have?" In ordei to answer this question, one must analyze and
solve a specific task to provide the particular_information required. This
proceis of analysis and solution may be aPproximated by the following se-
quence of questions and answers, initially stimulated by the teacher, but
later conducted independently in the mind of the comprehending student:

How many bottles are there? (It doesn't say; it says only that there is a
row-of them.)

How are the bottles described? (They are of different colors and
different shapes.)

o' Is the shape of eacirbottle described? (No, Spinetiffies only the c olor of

the bottle is described.)
Ignoring the colors then, what different slypes af e des'crabed? (Round,

ones, hourglass shaped ones, squat ones, and tall and cylindriialfines.)

Solution:There are four differen.t shapes of bottles lsdribed.. .
e

Implicit Understanding

A second kind of comprehension task involves interentialUnderstanqing. ,
Here students must grasp what is revealed irfiplicitly'rather than What is .
stated explicitly. An example of an inferential Comprebensioq task can be
found in a reading selection containing a sentence such as the following: .-

His first pitching experience was when he played ball on the rooftops of aPart-
ment.buildings in New York as a boy.

Students may be asked "Do you think that the person referred to' in th is

W. John Harker



'' , MI% ... . , '

scntencegrf up in a wellt
ft

dy family') The analystS and soltition Of this task
-. 11. -it
cavbe arrprokimated bytthe Wowing 4quenthol questions and answers.

. . _./ . .. ,
...b.

, .01Posit say wbeihAr.they wert5v4ealthy)?(No..4terefore,.a literal solu-
'`,C rfilxi.gsible; tbe'sOlution mus4elinferred.)..: -. .6 I.

.. .

Atiii-XAllete-dah play ball. (On the rooftops of Jpartnibt buildings.)

Will did-il rt a there? (It doeoret sziy..but probably because ther6 was
; mioWl h er e 0 s e fr hi toplay.)

. . A' , i, 1,

co. Would h,e h'ave played so ewhere else if* was t.rom a wealthy home?
(Probably he \YAM have, in hiA,oWn:rard Perhapsor in the kind of park that
you sometimesoseein wealthjwneigbboUrhoods+.. . .. .,

:Solution: He didn't grow.up in:a w5a1thy

Assessing Accuracy,

AnOther kind of comprehension task demands critical understandin.
Here students must make judgments concerning the material read, based on
their backgrounds and experiences. For 'example, students might read a
statement such as the following:

The reasons for the outbreak of World War I have never been accounted for
accurately.

A critical understanding of this statement demands that students assess
its accuracy. Questions which might be asked include:

Is the author of this tatement a recognized authority?

What suriport does the author provide for his statement?

Where is the statement made in a popular article, in a scholarly
journal,..in an advertisement for anew book?

Is this a recent statement?

Do other authorities agree with this statement?

Where can I go to gain further information regarding the accuracy of
this statement? .

The manner and extent to which these questions can be answered will
depend on the different backerounds and experiences students bring to thel
critical comprehension task. Generally, however, questions s4h as these ecp,;s1

cdu rage stlident development in critical.comprehension.

The first step in employing the task analysis approach is the teacher,'4.
analysis of the comprehension task to determine the-sequence of steps
necessary to solve it..Once these stens have been determined; they must be
actively taught to students to demonstrate how this approach.will result in
the desired understanding: ,

To assunne that students are able to master the process of comprehension

68 Teaching Cornprehension: A Task Analysis Approach
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on their owpis an all too prevalent fallacy. Students must actually be shown
how to perform comprehension tasks. When the corriprehension process has.
been illustrated, transfer of learning gained through the solution of
particular tasks can be encouraged. In this way, independence in
comprehension is developed. To further this independence, teachers can
modify their questioning strategies by requiring students to formulate a
steadily increasing proportion of their own questions and by demanding solu-

tions tc; increasingly complex tasks.
t.,.

Conchisions

The task analysis approack to teaching comprehension is based on the
idea that comprehension restifts from a dynamic cognitive.process and ndt

from the rigid application of a.set of predetermined skills. To gomprehend
effeetively,, students mdst be taught how to, analyze the particular
comprehension tasks confronting them in order to determine the specific
thinking processes necessary.for their Solutions. Since comprehension tasks
differ, the manner bj, which they are analyzed and solved will also differ.
This is particularly true in the secondary grades, where the vafie sf

cOmprehension tasks confronting students is extended by readin
various content areas.

For this reason, teachers are obliged to teach students a genbralized ap-
proach to comprehension which, in turn, can be applied to a wide variety of
particular tasks. Onc.e this generalized aPprdach has been taught through
exercises similar to the ones illustrated here, students' independence in
comprehension will develop and their understanding of specific reilding
assignments will increase.
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What is the instructional sequence suggesied for teaching students how to organize and
retrieve informalionderived front reading? .

4

<

DONT TfLL THEM TO DO IT ...
SHQW THEM HOW

Lillian R. Putnam
Kean College

One of the most useful study skills,a seccelary school student needs is the
ability to read a section or chapter in a teit and to express the,main ideas in
concise statements or in a good study outline. The abilit); to do this is almost
essential for learning content material, organizing it to see rela*ships, and
retrieving it for review and txams. Teachers constantly Cell stddgints to do
this; it is more helpful to show them how. The following procedufe has been
effective in teaching them how to express main ideas.

Select a section of five or six paragraphs from thetsociat studies or science
textbook. (Other texts can be used but these two usually lend themselves
'best to the procedure initially.) After students have read it, present them
with three statements and ask them to select the one which best expresses
the main idea of the section.

Statement, I has nothing to do with the text, and is completely irrelevant; I
call it my "way-out" item.

Statement Il is related to the text but is composed of minor details.

Statement III is the best expression of the main idea you can compose.

Students are delighted to eradicate Statement I quickly, thus narrowing
the choice to two items. If they select Statement II, it is easy to show why it
is incorrectiodetails vs. main idea.

When sufficient practice with that procedure enables the students to

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 18 (October 1974), 41-43.
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select the correct statement, increase the difficulty of selection. Preknt
three statements again, but this time eradicate the irrelevant one.

Statement I contains minor details.
Statement LI is the main idea expressed poorly.
Statem I is the main idea expressed well.

The ordeE e statements would, of course, be varied.

Havin rned from thelirst set of statements that minor, details are not
acceptable, Statement I is eradicated first. Again, the task is quickly
reduced to a choice of two. If the incorrect one is selected, it is easy to teach
the reasons why: one is more encorhpassing, or it includes only the main

After repeating this format 'several times and using different sections of
the test, the student can then be asked to compose his own main idea for a.
selected section. The length of the section read can be increased gradually,
so that several main ideas are needed.

Having goniJr4ih the above procedures, the task no longer looms like
an insurmountable Iobstacle. Instead of roping wildly for anything, the
student now knows it should be as c plete as possible without including
minor details. First attempts to this do not result in perfection, but they
are far superior to the results achieved when students are simply told to
express the main idea.

Study Outlines

A similar proceuure can be applied to teach students how to read and
make good study outlines. Again, select several paragraphs from a social
studies or science text which lend themselves to a natural unit. Present the
student with a partial outline which indicates the numbei of main items, the
title of each, the number of supporting ideas under each, but not the sup-
porting idea itself.

I. Statement A.? B.?
II. Statement A.?
III. Statement A.? B.? C.?

The student now s a partial structure. He knows there are three main
ideas, and how any detalts h should find to support each one. Note that
SeCtio*.11 one su rting idea. This is perfectIrlegitirnate, despite
the demand a fprinal outline.

proCedure can be done successfully, reverse the process.
student with the details and ask hipl to supply the main state-

I.?A. Statement B. Statement
II. ?A. Statement

?.A. Statement B. Statement C. Statement

-if 'I 7
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The final step, of course, would be for the student to make the complete
outline. If this still presents a problem, give him a skeletal outline indicating
the numbef of main ideas and the number of details required.

Experience with these prdcedures in many classrooms has led me to ,
ieve that results are well worth the time required to teach them. Why do-

they work? -
I. It reduces a seeminglmpossible task to one with which the student

can cope.

2. It provides an opportunity for mastery at each step.

3. The discussion and reasons for why an incorrect statement was chosen
are more important than the fact that it was wrong.

4. When the teacher presents a geod statement, it provides a model for
students to emulate.

5. When the student sees a partially.,-completed outlina thefe is a

psychological urge to finish it:

6. By presenting main statements of the outline first, the teacher is mov-
ing from th e general to the specific from wholes to partS.'

7. A partial structure provides a psychological crutch to bs.used only,as
.1ong as needed.

4

Although Some commercial materials supply workbook pages using
pzirtial sCrectures, the prociess is most effective when done with students'
own textbooks because it then has direct application..,.

rz3
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Section Five

DEVELOPING PROGRAMS°. -

In successful reading programs, the whole is greater than the sum
of the parts. No description of the various components of reading
program and the stages in their development can take the place of
exaiiiples--of successful total programs..The purpose of this section
is to provide such examples.

To begin, Niles provides an excellent perspective on the often de-
bated question of the value of behavioral objectives in program
development. Starting with a clear statement of the dangers implicit
in the adoption of behavioral pbjectives, she goes on to show how
these dangers can be avoided when behayioral objectives are
properly conceived and implemented. Next, Frankel describes the
range o f motivation and reading ability, facing the typical content
area)teacher, and how she overcamp these obstacles in her social
studies classroom. Application of her illustrations to teaching in

other content areas can be clearly, drawn. Finally, a schoolwide
project is outlined in the DECA program which, while ignoring many
of the tenets of traditional education, has succeeded by involving
students in applying reading to tasks of interest and relevance in

their lives:

Each of these articles demonstrates that reading program suc-
cess is built4PRICeeting the real needs of students as these needs
exist in. the 'school learning situation. These needs can be revealed
by initial assessment as described in the first section of the volume.
Recognizing this, we can return to the, beginning, to the develop-
ment and selection of assessment measures. It is now -up to
youwith your students, in your classroom, in your school.

9
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What major advantages in program development cart result from properly conceived and
implemented behavioral objectives?

4

BEHAVJORAL OBJECTIVES AND THE
TEACHIWG OF READING

-OliveStafford Niles
Connecticlt State Department ofEducation

..

When the histerry of education in tHe 1970s is written, it: may well refer to
this decade as the age of accountability. Edueatots are being told to make up

! their minds what tlfey amtrying to accomplish and then p ,.e they are doing
it.

There'are dangers for reading instruction in this situation, but there are
also positive values.

All igood teachers have always been accountable. They haye believed that
ifk child failed to learn it w,as At "kilt partly the teacher's fault. But this was
a kind of personal accountability. The new accountability is often (in fact,
usually) imposed from outside though, hopefully, with the advice and
consent of the teachers whom it affects. It is a public matter, and it is based
on a kinel of statement which is neN.Y.to some teachers.' This statement is
known, variously,. as a behavioral 6bjectiVe, a perforrnance objective, or an
instructional.objective.

Behavioral objectives have two major characteristics which must be kept
clearly in mihd in any evaluation of the effect they may have on reading
instruction;

I. Behavioral objectives are always stated in terms of the larner's behavior,
not the teacher's activity)

2. They describe pupil performance that is measurable or at least objectively
observable.

Adapted from Journal of Reading. 17 (siovcmber 1972), 104- 14 O.
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An emphasis on behavioral objectives may have negative effects on cur-
riculum building and on the teaching of reading:In the first -place, almost
everyone who views this trend with alarm points to the fact that it is very
much easier to write and implement behavioral objectives which are
concerned with the mechanical.aspects of learning than it is to write and im-

iplement objectives concerned with thd deeper, and probably more im-
portant; parts of the reading act. One writr (Kirkton,.71971).quotes from a
Danny Kaye song in the movie, Hans Christian Andersen:

Inchworm. inchworm
Measuring the marigolds
Seeins to me
You'd stop to see

-How beautiful they are.

Such thoughts illustrate the fear that a major concern for observable,
measurable responses will take precedence over those thingsthe beauty-of
the marigoldsthat can't be reduced to directly measurable, or even ob-
servable, tetrns; that as we try to produce objective proof that leathing is
taking place, the danger of trivialization multiplies. This kind of emphasis,
these critics maintain, will result in a deemphasis on the humanistic goals of
education.

Haw would you write a behavioral objective, they ask, related to the
development of an attitude or open-mindedness about literature, or the
imaginative experience we hope tge little child will have with poetrxi or the
fasanation wh words which should`be a major goal of vocabulary teaching?
These things, lay the critics, cannot be measured except in peripheral and
debatable ways. Perhaps another way of saying the same thing is that em-
phasis'on behavioral objectives will tend to make educators lose sight of long
range goals and focus on the precise and immediate. The assumption is that
the precise and immediate are of less value than the long range and rela-
tively, intangible.

Other Dangers

Another kind of danger is that teaching might become so completely
oriented to the achievement of behavioristic goals that teachers would
simply be substituting'teaching to the goals for teaching to.t1te test, a view of
education which is usually deplored. Whether this is a real aanger depends
on what the goals are. Bloom's cognitive taxonomy (1956) specifies six levels,'
ranging from merhorization to evaluation (memorize, comprehend, apply,
analyze, 'synthesize, evaluate) and Ki-awohl's affective tikonomy (1964)
has, correspondingly, five levels from mere receiving and attending to
characterization by a value system (receiving-attending, responding-react-
ing, valuing-internalizing, organizing-resolving conflicting values, character-

. ization by a value system). As one goes from one level to another in either of

8 1
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thesetaxonomies, it becomes increasingly difficult-to specify behavioral ob-

,

jectiveshence the trap into which the uilwary arie often betrayed of over-
emPhasizing the first one or tWo levels 4nd lindererriphasizing or omilting the.
others. To avoid the trap, the writer of Objectives needs not only skitl and
imigination but also 4 deep understanding of reading as a process.
Otherwise, it is probably true that teachers of reading-could become locked
into. a framework of low leVel objectives which coulc,1>ve only a bad effOt
upon the whole program..

A related danger is that: a reading ,curricUlUrn, written in terms of be-
.havioral 'Objectives Could be a'very narrow curriculum, mostly.pr. entirely
oriented to skills. It might aff.6-762t a verrrestriCtive curriculum with no room

. left for the child to learn to set his own goals. Neither of these conditions
needs to'develop,:but ,hoth are distidct and dangerous possibilities, and the
child Who has not leyned to set goals for himself has been deprived of one of:
the Most: important aspects of his education.

Perhaps the mot serious threat is that emphasiS on behaviotahobjeetiVes,
my result in fragmentation of the teaching of reading. Suegess in reading
does not come Trom the application of a series of skills separased -and in
isolation but rather is ail- application Of combined and sthesized
phasis on precise, measurable goals tends in .eaCtly-the opposite direction:
toward theanalysis of the reading prows intIVSmall parts, each of which
tan be clearly defined, taught, and measured. It is ,quite possible that these

.pieces might never get put back together into ,any kind of whole: Teachers
cObld find thenfselves producing readers whu,can divide words into syllables
with great, accuracy or analyze -a.preceof writing for its main ideas but who
cannot read in any'global or important sense.

Many persOns alsefeel.thatisteaching to behavioral objectives Will lead to
interminable testing. If teachers are alwayS -being asked to-prove that tbey
ae accomplishing w.bat they saj, they intend to accomplishthe blsic con-
cept of accountability aren'rthey going to have to test eilery time they turn j

around? Furthermore, do they have tests that are adequate? These are very
basic and important questions to which reference will be inade lOter in this
pai5er. It is obvious that accountability hag to be based on evaluation or some'
sort but peVaps not the kind of evaluation these objectors have in mind.

Advantages Possible

.Thereis a positive side of the pictUre. It piohably goes withow saying that
no one can tell whether he has arrived anywhere unless he ,has a clearly .
marked goal,he will recognize when he gets there. Behavioral goals are very
clearly maiked. They have some other advantagegas weli.

First, cdrriculum, in reading or anything.else, which is built in terms of be-
havioral objectives has the potential to be student-centered rather than sub-
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; ject.centered,,4ince, these objectives M b:#ust ,. written in terms orwhat a
student is expeeted.to be or do as a result of initruction, they force attention

away fiom subject Matter and onto the student. This is a big plus. It makets
teacb g. think:alSout their prioritiesnot in vague, general terms, but hi.

exact terms. Why are they teaching 'this particular skill? 5hatiwill students
be able: to do Ilthey acquire the skill which they couldn't 'do without'it? We

have spent too much time akalyzing the skills in the readigg ProcesS and not

enough tirrie finding Out what the possession of these skills does for students.

6,--z.....Itelated-to-thisidea is the fact that structuring the curriculutf around be-.

shavioraf.objectiVes also has the potential for increasing the amount of diag-2

nostic teaching in the schools. When goals are clearli, defined, it is much -

easier to carry'out the day by day probineprocess which i's ttie'esstit'e of
diagnostic-prescriptive teaching. Behavioral goals force the t4aCher into, a

situatioa,in which' evaluation is natural and constain and where individual
children's needs are much more sharply seen. One student, for exae. el is
approaching an objective related to the use of context clues tod Woid

meaning; another.studenris'still completely ignoring conte T e im-
plications foi teaching are sharply drawit.

Diagnostic teaching, of course, implies more,individualizati4 of instruc-

4' bon, and this _could be a very important outcome of. the foeus orfbehavioral

objectives. As.the teacher becomes more aware of how children measure up

in coMparison with quite precise goals, he will be less likely to teaoh to the'
whole Class and much more inclined to Single out individual children or small

groups who need 4pecific kinds of help t put them on the road to the goals:
Individualization in the past, what the e has been of items tended to focus

mostly on the element of hildren Aoing the same Work: but'at,,
difTerentrates. Behavioral objectives Ifave the potentiartO create a situation"'

in whichisome students don't do the 'work at allif they have .alieacly
ieached (he objectivewhile .other students may have several options of.

ways to reach (the objective. If thefOcus is on the end product, if teachers are

:really Willing and able to provide alternative, ways to reach the goal, then

thq have the,sétting for a muchqmore meaningful kind of individualization

than has been letniwn in the past.

Freedom from Rigidity .

!'
I

.,.,

'A related goint'is that throtigh the use of behaviorakesibjeCtives (eachers i
have the opportunity. to free themselves from rpuctibf the rigidity ofpigsent
practices in the teaching of. jeading Supervisors have been afraid tqftlet -

.
teachers experiment too much with procedtires such 's individtialized read- ,

.,ingOind the experience approach, knowing that with the veryjimited hack, .4

Airound in'the,teaching of reading which ritOst teaChers have, thiy in' *Well. .

14;..dovelop.a very lopSided and ineomplete kind of program for the ch +he/kin

, 'vlitiit chargkg a rhis is probably Ihe.mor eaSon why .basal reading systelnsj
..

'-'--
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still conerol Most of the i'ea ng'of reading in this country. These systems

.: Rrovide structtire an y;- A curriculum built around specific be-
' .7 havidral objectives h -same potential. (or structure and security but

leaves the teachers 'free to lecide how they wiir reach the objectiv6, ificlud-
., , ing the vse of a basal system as one of theiroptiOns.. The procedures may be

..seflexiblet,the time element/ fluid; grouphivich less rigid; use of varied ma-
, Aerials, Mlich more commOn lum on thoughtfully stated objec-

tives Could, potentially, at a ree of freedom which it does not now
have in most schoOls. .
4 ,

AA Tedchers would also hav ion -in which it would be easier to show a
dild the kind of Progress he is- makingp2ssibly-the most important key to
motivation/It has been said that if a teacher gave each learner a copy of the

Itc' objectives, he might not have to do muCh else. Though this is probably an
kv,toverttatement, it does point to a very important concept which has been
.., 'neglected. Too often, the assumption has been rtiade that a long as teachers.

t..40-,;.... ittitlw what the goals are, it doeSn't matter ,whether pupils know them.
Teachers are discovering this is not truethat the more the pupils know
about where they are going and why the better. Behavioral objectives can he
used to make these goals very clear A) the pupil himself.

,.-

.Many teachers may be willing to dO a better job of teaching reading hiut
they cannot do much more than they are doing right now because they don't

' know-clearly what-rfidincis_a0 what the teaching of it involves. Irthey are
asked to read something (it doesn't matter what) and then to tell*actlys

t what they -Were doing as.they read, even some.experienced teachersTannof
' produce any clear analysis:_ They do not understand what the process. in-

volves. This is an understanding they Must have (at least ina pragmatic
sense).before they can teach itreading is not a,single global ac;) though in
the; mat'ure- eader it seems so 'and his responses are so inegrated .and
efficient ch pproaches, a single act. But to teach 'reading, teachers kriust
anal);ze it arid 'ee each part of it for what it is. .

A

,

Good statements of beh#ioral objecties help teachers to understand
hat makes up the reading process. Tiles teachers begin to ask:-"How do

you teach children to do this or that?" not "How clo you teach reading?"
They begin to get down to specifics and practical procedures. They areleSs
frustrated and negative: Even teachers.of content areas in secondary schools
begin to see that, tho4h they may ntot know much about teachin6eading,
they can pick out some things they sA as particularly important in the read-
ing of their own-Subject.and learn how to zero in on these things,without un-
dertaking the.kv.i.lore jab at once.

Anoth4 plus for behavioral Objectives is the fact that the ,public can
understand them. A goal like this is esSentially meanintless to mbst.
nonteachers: "To help children e more critical in their reading." But ,

if it is restated as follows, and rfarticul y.if the public has an example in the
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form of a test exercise or a reading;k to which Children are expected to
respond successfully, teachers bee". communicate: "Given an editorial
Gm the local newspaper, the stu, nt-tvill be able to tell which statements
are statements of fact. and which tii-estatements of opinion." This kind of
goal makes sense to the Man on 114tytet who begrudges the use of his tax
dollars to pay for something he dOeinot understand./ .

A
Developing Objectiv

,

The most persistent of ithePr
ictions

to the use of behavioral objectives
t(to the whole concept of "accquit ability in ts present sense) is, as has been

indicated, the fear that it wilgead to emehasis on mechanical, trivial detail i

because learning of this detail is so easily measurable. It is:true that ac-
countability is married td'inleasurement, and the state of measurement in the
field of reading is uniatisfaetory. There are'sorne very important results of a
good reading program Which art not Measurable or even observable, at least
not immediately. Tho may never be measurable except through the pupil's
self-assessment of,wh*.is going prikia his mind and heart. But it seems very
unwise to reject a whole procedute because itrt are some parts of it which

do not work or, at least, not yet. t
Teachers .tend to think of measurement in terms-of paper-and-pencil

tests, forgetting that ere areether, though not so preci/e, ways ofJelling
what has happened t pils all'result ofJnstruction. Objecthres-relating ta
the,more advancedjievels of cOgnitiVe functioning, as well as to tge.affective
domain, may have to be more oPen. They may have to specify a.list of ac-

_ceptable ,types or' behavior as indications that learning has taken place.
-, Checklists and attitude scales may be of use. Guided observation of the

pupil's activities can surely be of help.
r.>

The way the objectives are stated is important here. Compare, for

example, these two: ( .

I. The stactent will IN able to read ten exaintles of the use of figurative lai*

i Tif -;''

.Suage arid name each example. .

.., : .2. :The st ud en t will be abl e, fmni a. set of ten ex am pl e sito f inetiPbor, to
V senerate a definition of metaphor.- .

, is first statemerals pn an identification level only; the second, on the level
'. of'synthesis:

Or this: -,0

After the student has read selections from Thoreau and. Kantor's nderson-

vale Trial and has discussed Rousseau% Social Contract in class, e will be
able to write a critical essay in which he discusses the right of a citizen to
freedom of conscience. In writing the essay, he will be able to support his argu-

ments by direct reference to his readings.

Or tit:
Having read several stories about sharing with others, the child is observed to
share something that he values with some other child in the class.
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Objectives such as these are measurable-- objectively so. It is obvious that
teachers have to learn to measure internal growth (attitudes, interests, feel-
ings) by the external symptoms they can observe, and.so far they have not
done a good job. Granted, some of these measurements may not be purely
objective. It is certainly too soon to say that these things,are not measurable
and that, therefore, a curriculum built on behavioral objectives must of
necessity be both incomplete and mechaniStic.

How Do You See It? 1/4

There are those who feel that accountability as expressed in behavioral
obfectives will rob the teacher or his creativity and deprive him of personal'
responsibility for 'his program. They see a reading program bath around be-
havioral objectives as mainly concerned with trivia; dominated by a constant
pressure to test, test, test; oriented to skills with' little regard for children's
attitudes, tastes, and feelings about reading (children will learn to read but .

won't ca.hatOey read or, indeed, whether they read at all); a piectrneal
kind of instructt&in which the attainment of fragmented goals is tbe,thing,-
never mind what they add up to or even whether they add up at id!.

'There are others who see that accountability as expreved iii ehavioral
objectives may be a strong force to move teachers in dip- dire,ction of
student-centered curriculum; teaehing procedures which are c1ia4nOitic
.flexible; greater freedom for the teacher to teach as he wan.is to buOc-Ati
losing a sense of Structure and continuity; heighienea -mcctivatiOn fo
children who can clearly and frequently setrihrit they are, Ariyiriggeg
they can understand; more ready acceStancepartictilai, bl'stec d

teachers, ot 'their responsibilities in the reading, prograhAeause 'The n

see its parts and visualize how they can fit into "the,0,liersine Withott beidg
overwhelmed; a good way to "sell" the program tO.titse POlic who rr,:_lisf Sup,
port it with dollars because, if teachers describe wlikataheyiire 44. inç
and specific terms, they have a charicevof convincing the ntliOqgctit
diey do know where they are going and they do 'havira:Wly"orknowing
whether they got there.
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e Oat five approdch,is Ore 1111411rd:ell to involve students in learning through reading?

:READING SKILLS THROUGH
SOCIAL imbies CONTENT
AND STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

'Jill Catherbite Franka
Berendo Junior High School
Los Angeles. Cakfornia

s'

I

.

Within the four walls?u-ai social studies claproorn thirty-eight seventh
graders tat, stretched, la"ghed, and yaWned. hccoiding to standardized
tests, Oh reading levels yanged from grades three through eleven.
Interests varied td include th4amut: who was going with whntTp in the class,

the fate of the American Indian,40 Kung Fu. This diverse group was met
With one sturdy, seventh' grade history tvrt and a Classroom library un-,
ton,Ched by teenage hands.

To meet the neeXtaf this diverse group; I coupled goCiial studies content
wjth Critical reading and comrnimication skills. I exp y definition of
rciading\to mean no; merely the 'ability to decode the d wore, buf,the
ability to understand and evaluate all forms 'of p a and secOndary..,
resources. Reading would also include the ability to apply the comprehended

4Information through a variety of media from the printed word to graphics to
i'dramatics. I developed multilevel lessons with enough flexibility for each

student to grasp the content at his ownievel of reading ability from remedial
togifted. I also designed involvement and success into each unit to Meet the
alrectivp goal of having each student develop positive feelings toward

,
imself.:To put this theory Wito practical classroom use, I developed five ap-

Proaches calling for tolal student involrent.

jApted from Journd Of Bl'ading. 1.8 (Octqber 1974), 23-26.
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Homemade Library -

During the first week .of class, I dispOsety of most of the library and
presented the class with unusual sightap empty bookcase"Ws is our
library. What are you go' g to do about it?" 4q7=`'

(Silence.)

"You are going to write your own book'S.^.".

"Us write boOks? You're crazy! That's impossible."

Somehow the notion of writing a book is very monumental. But the paper
was turned sideways and stapled through the middle, and our library grew.

We used a language experience approach and, allowed tota'l freedobi in
terms of subject matter and language structure. The results were highly in-
dividual. Some books were simple, others were lavishly illustrated and could'
be officially -checked out" by Signing the included card. The more advance4
readers Lesearched topics'fiom encyclopedias and books. Others,,wrote love
stories oreventAspired from their own lives or television. Those who could
writeonly a feW sentences wrote captious for pictures in theirVapbooks.
Because the class was heterogeneous, I assigned student tutors folielp other
students with writing, grammar, or oral reading of ther books. Students
often reported on each other's books for book reports, la great honor for the
autheS. to this basic core of student-made books, I added catalogs,
magazines, and appropriate paperbacks. Our litrary was now used.

Games

° A geography unitAn map reading skills made our classroom look like a
game factory. I put ihe responsibility on the students for produting a library,

ra#
of social St:tidies gwve4s: Each student brought a road map to class. They

).
began .by writing did answering question's about the maps. Questions in-

9' Volved all awts of map reading from mileage Scales, to identifying
interstate higM-'a,ys to being abIe to determine populations Of cities.

The not job was to tuit4ach map into a game board. Each' student
markeetlaibute ojte mapfrom one city to another which represented the
route from startink.gint td finishingpiiini of the game. Cities along the way .

indicated stops. IVayers moved from city to city based on their ability to
answer "nap skills questions..Toese questions were 'written on cards with -
ques4ions'on one side and:insv/trion'sthe;b4:1"o complete the package,
instructions viere included qn.how4iimpriArafig game.

Stiidilitseinforeed map and 'redding skills in designipg and'plaYi4 their
gmWstructioh writfig proved to be attmxcellent communicationvssign.

Pirrkr-if. Playing gatnes with a friend was a Populargtivity.

-0.
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Projects

The success of student-made gam.e,led me tOuse the .approach for a

combined values, sopial studies, and reilling project later in the year. I
assigned the project as follows: Students could chobse any social studies

tic to work with. They were crequirqd to write a question and answer
,,.\,,,ilinAkInkineorporating the results of their research, A game board, experi-

-91nentai in its form of graRhic communication, would indicate the student's

values and written instructions would tell how to play the game.

For example, the boys who designed the game "All Junkies Are bopes"

put a positive value.on not using drugs. This, then, was the goal and finish of

the game. Along the route to a drug-free life, however, a player might land

on a'square saying, "Busted for marijuanaspssession. Go back five'spaces."

'Oilier squares required the player to kndir the answer to a question about

drug0found in the question booklet, before advancing.

A wide range of values was encouraged: "You and Me: The Marriage
Game" macte getting married the end-goal. The researchtd questions iri

cluded facts about international customs of marriage. In the "Wonjen's
Liberation Game" a player would win %filen she attained her equal rights

before the law. In this game,, getting married might move a player back!

Here, research centered around the Equal Rights Amendment. .

ILThis was a multilevel assignmen . While the "Watergate Game" required

comprehensive reading and resea h skills and using magazines and news-

papers, the "Survival Game: The Ga e olGangs" involved simple recording

, of/One's own ktowledge of the neigh borIMAI

Students read enthusiasticailiCalwt their topics and employed critie'al

thinking skills in formulatingtheif AtiegtiOns. Students playing each ottier's

games needed to read ins'prUctiOn 'booklets th order to play, eifFour"aging

students te coMmunicate glearly andplay6r90 read accurately. Students
,rn&de value judgments based On conclusions derived. from their research.

. .

+I Consumer Education ...1-7' I.

d . , . '4t4
-

'V , -Consumer educition was our neic. problem. As a springboard, I gave each
-., . ,
stwjent copies of food labels. I asked them to critically read the labels and

. _

identify tnine4ssary 43. misleading information. Using die inquiry approach,

we compiled a liAsoldats wis felt werefnecessary for the consumer to know

when bitting a foOd item (weight, ingredients, priCe, and so forth).

I had students apply what they had learned by designing two can !abase:,

One can wOuld be the ideal can and the other, the imperfect can. The:fabere

were drawn on paper strips, then rolled and stapled to look like real cans.

For example,"Friskies" was:.priced at 204r per can and contained meat by-

8 9
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dt.

/ products, while "Riskies': was priced at two cans for '3t -and' cOntairted
cereal.

Teams
Theltext part 'of the unit involved teamwork. ldwided the students into

small firms whose function was to market one item. The conditions were: I)
There must be a market for the item within the school community, and 2)
the item must not have an adverse effect on the environment.

Condition One was satisfied through marketing research. For oxample,
'would the bicycle firm have greater success selling a three-speed, five-speed,
or ten-speed bike? Students compiled a list of 4uestions relevant to their
product. The questions became part of a group questionnaire used to poll
their schoolmates during lunch break. In this way, the.most popular model--
of television, motorcycle, car, or eveii, bug spray could be determined.

:Condition two was satisfied by writing an environmental impact study of
, the product. Little information was Vailable on this topic ,so each firm
coOplatively wrote how they ideally would want their product to affect the
environiiient. Students became aware that a firm hadk greater responsi..
bility to the public than merely selling a pppular product.

/ Crimunication was mf'emphasis..as -students designed ads for. their
rodbcts. We discusselireal magazine ads in'termS'ortheir effectiveness in

ling the prodat-arid hot. violating consumer rights. Students deSiga0e

agazint ads for4heirOwn products, illustrathem and using persuasive
techniqaes. That night's hornswork %..o Watch and analyze televi,

commerCiars. This brought us Into a discussioq of mass media and led
each firm to dramatize commerciiis for. their products. The class

"evaluated the resulting commerciali according to t e standards they had de-
ofermined. , . .

The climactic ending w .
.

t
unit.was two neighborhood field trips.

.1Fivisited a. billboard manufacturing company and: Lawry's Foods head--,
ttuartersi, Students voluntarily bcought lists,:of questions and itioroughly
quizzed the guides: dne studeigeveit.bropeil a:tape ricorder soiveCoUld
further analyze all* had learned'fifick in the claisrooni laboratory. This
approadh to consurner ccation hrought reading and social studies into a
real world context for the s tünts. '

01$,,

Drama-Use
,

Drama was a multipurpose classni00400l. It brought.::uk:tagettier,a0
class it allowed alrlsclastimembist to sacceed whefe tii**adne,y0done,

'Sos' before, It allowed-stidents to amMunicate through a trew medink and
,practke,.their speech ifid 4anguage skills. Values were examined through
dramafwith rolpplaying activities. Lgave the students a situation, they im-

. 'o
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i
provised the rest:.YoU are being agied to join a dog. How will you and the

gang members respond?.Action. riu are taking a test. Your best friend
signals you for some answers. What do you do? Action. In the middle of the
action I might'ask the actors to switch roles to see the situation from t e O-

posite viewpoint. I participated, often taking the rolt of student, A 5ad
students play"my role as teacher, parka, or friend. Students were soon

bringing in their own real or created situation's to act out. Improvising their

reactions, students examined their own behaviors and those of their peer in

a reolistic setting. The popularity of this activity made it a reward for good

-work during thahrest of the week.

Values were also considered-ieour social studies content areas. In 6 unit .

on the penal system, drama was used as a valties monitor and a feedback

: system for me to detemine what had been learned. Aftfrrading an article

on prisons:students discussed their feelings-in s: They reported back

to class their conceptions of tlieideal penal sys, y acting out the life of a

r
prisoner in this setting. This sort of appioitch subject matter resulted in a

high degree of student interaction andinvoly,ement.

On the last day of school students took home their original books and

games. Here were tangible results of the achievements they had made dur-

ing the'year and some good review material to use over the summer to palish

up on reading and social studies skills. And most students went home with 1

i, some very pdkitive feelings about themselves, too

Jill Catherine Frankel
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What specific characteristics of the DEC A program account for its success?

A SIGN THAT ALL,CA111/READ ,

Journal of Reading Sidi Feature

4

Happehini upon a school program that seen*,`
always a delight. Invariably it marks the presenceof
getic teachers. Add admidistrators,who not only o
prograM, but who speak openly of expanding and ada

miry.
more alert, eneraa,

er- full support to plr
g programs like it

in the rest of the school, and delight turns to enthusiasm. When students
themselvts volunteer excitemek about the prbgram.and -seek wider public
undeAtanding aiiii support o(4.; the .impact is beautiful!

. .Would you tielievi, 'further, 'That sorno-of.the most ,iit.husiastic students
involved figure they would be- dropouts ilit were not 'for -the program; and
that they r4resent groups that most high schools have pegged euphemis-
tically as "alite-age and-below"? : :

Instead of dropping out, members of the Nei±anit High School chapter of ..7.
DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of AMerica) tall proudly of their school
prOgraro,,o9c.that takes some of them:from th'eir.horne baseln Delaware cO.0
Loi Ang"-§, Baltithore,-San Antonio;11!*.York.-They-cOnverseps easily...

-and as often- about...addressing thc local Rotarian's or"OeChamber of Com-
merce or .the kiWanis or OPtirhists as they do .:6),sitch ,projects as the
publicity campaign they are nniak fo'i .the ba eihalt ,game they .ar
sponsoring between-a faculty tea nd a team of diScjockeysfrom a nearbY ...
radio station. ,

...
k....

.. f
What they and their teachers hve to Sa ttreading4ither directly or

Reprinted from Jolene'? of Reading, .15 (February 19 135-341. ;
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indirectly! probably needcfo:'\.e heard b}, any reading instructor who seeks
rapport with students turned off by traditional programs.

What They Read

"The DECA program is an action program," Robert Richmond delares.
Three years in his present jog at Newark High, he heads a team of three
teachers who serve as advisors to the club. "Itkpurpose is to train kids fot

careers in marketing, especially retailing. One, of the primary goals, or
needs, is to equip them with the Wools of self-ekpression."

, The frequent and almost interchangeable use of goals and needs in the

conversations of Richmond and his colleagues, George Webber and Robert

Parsons, is a direct clue to an underlying principle of the program. It is
highly task-oriented and geared step-by-step to specific needs. Its use of
reading activity, then, is almost predictable.

"Although we serve 2,000 students, wehave no reading program as such

in the school;" Principal Nelson Freidly reports. "There is.a bit of reading
instruction carried out through some English classes, but we haven't yet
been able to coOrdinate other classes very closely with less traditional pro-
grams like'DECA."

Richmond 'and his team know more than anyone else what the DECA

students read and don't read, ikhy and why not, and how effectively.
.4

- "They reid committee assignments and repohs all the time. They have
,
to. lt keeps the club actively going."

.

Jewel Duke, school librarian, notes that the DEta students request and

use an' inordinate number of manuals, reference workS, and other'technical
materialsalmost always tasks that are tied in with club projects.
.- .

The student handbook distributed nationally by DECA, 1nc,, is clearly or,
ganize,d into .short subsections and written in direct, uncomplicated style."
Printed on heavy stock and loosely cqlor coded by major sections, it is at-

tractive but functional. The gockrbEcA student refers to it regularly.

"Suppose a boy is put in charge of an..,Awards banquet" 4RiChsnond

eiplains: 'He h,ds to know what to do and how to do it, so he finds 'thaterial

dif hoW to preparefor a banquet and reads it."
0'

-11What' kinds' of reading material are nrost helpful' and most heeded by
7 students'iri the program? "Newspapers, advertisements, how,i.c0s, booklets

OtLcaleers and voi!tions, directions of various kinds. Articles on grooming It

* personality problenr or development. Specific 'guides son how to get

'along with lst,11411#04kiih are i'veliciiiii to pick up sorething on their 4' '

own to rea , i/
e

hts to be realistic, the vocabulary siriiple and direct. ,

Minibooks would be wonderful: Most of these kids haven't finished a piece of,

Wok-length fiction in their lives."I . .
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With--all tlwpragatism behind such observations, thc three teachers

make little or no useifif textbooks. There are textbooks in the DucA room,
and they are used, . hut rarely on a classwide hmis. Rather, they are
considered to be potOtial resource material should a student need to go to
some passage within CteXtboOk fur mime specific purpose, probably in line
with a pro*et or activity.

7 ,,EIement* tit Program *cess.
.1 . -r..11- t

i,"4,0,Alilltalf-tti.e 13iCsie, elements that seem o. account, for the Newark
co.

.. . .

.''.program s sUteess coati be incorporated into ing programs or adapted
to them. While student, .are evaluated in the trogram and grades are man-
datory in.the school, gr es offer little or no 4otivation to the students. ?er-
sonal Motivation .is fou in the coMilttition uiltrinto the DECA structure it-
self. That competiti6n` n take place among students in a chapter; among,
chapters; ancron local, SLate, and national levels. The fact that thc Newark
chapter has been numb i One in state competition our ear in a row and
number two in the natio. lis volunteered early in intervie sof club members,
tit chers, and Principal reidly.

Eighteen differentApLjects underwdy within'the program offer_Students a
variety f interests an provide a wide arena .for creativity and problem-
solvingi.. 'gns iscattered ar nd the classroom in which meetings are held

rnt.spell out so of the.ota
tases

and,celeinents. Of 'Success: "Today wc'rc
number two. Tomorrow is up to you." "Say `I'll try' not 'I can't'." "You Are
the Key Person in DECA." The club's national trophy stanas tall at front and

I -
center day 'and night, Certificates of aehielerhent hang from walls.

The extension of program beyond school walls and hours is a greatsource
of pride and a training grOund for responsibility--adinners with local business
representatives, trips, to state and national.competitions, money-raising
activities in .the communiq. The group contracted with thc nearby
University. of.Delaware to clean up the university stadium after horne footz
ball games for.a price, naturally. In carryking Through such dub projects,
the members WO actually show up to do the work are rewarded.with points
that accrue to theindividual's credit. Then, when individual Members need

. funds for special DECA events -to finance a trip to competition, in Los
Angeles, for instance--' they Share in the group's "profits" to the extent of
thcir indIVidual efforts, as measured by the total points each has earned..

. Constant emphasis.o'll self-help as well as on mutual support and cOopera-
'tion pays.canot only in individual feelings of worth and involvement, bin also

.1n, unusually strong esprit de corps. ForthrmoreAllitbseu.red ihe:liges,
"e_tweed student and graoire to ,a great extent, a'si,glnotthd ''alumni a"..

--4he programjetu rn not to formal.club o;entsAii'e the annuibreakfast .

for the installitiotv of officers (held at 4 restatirrant, not in the school
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cert.-10a) but Also simply to offer advice, counsel. and .encouragement

many;

: The,Teachers Involved

, "Our priority," Richmond reports, is the individual student witb a'
problem:" Tfie penchant is apparently contagiousi li?r, Junior Michael I len--

aerson, while presiding over a recent club meetingOCeornpanied each new

task assignment to individuarmemters with the same question,. "Do you
know what tO do?" If the resPonse was hestitant, Mike turned td whichever
otker.student officer happened to be overseer for thc particular project being

asTigned and offered no 'question, hut a confident. "You know what to do.

Help her.'" .

.
.

.
.

.,. "I,n a program like this," one of the teachers remarked, "with the kids*
're trying to reaek you simply don't -have enough time to worry about

141teachg all t ecessary skills as sk not even reading skills. We hope

that reading,ski 's wkll take care of t selves if the.motivation and belief

are higiyenough' among the students an f there is....enough support, from us

' And froRt.heir peers."
'Arguing Atiat there can, be no student failure in the program and Ihe

course 'that surriounds it because the program's chief purpose is Id serve as

an eitplor`atory experience for the ; udents, letting them decide whether
elsalesmanship'is "their thing," th achers tend to forget abbut grading as
.much,as 616, can, "How can we fail 'a student if the program is. exploratory?
Eithei he learns that the program is for him, or learns that it isn't. Either

way;be has learned:: .
, . .

4'
. . . .

is Pay your club.dues and you' liassed," is :the waione student put it.
'We really don't care aboat grades- never have. We're in this for,other

reasons."
'Oneof the "other reason§," most of the students agree, is the easy and cx-'

tensive rapport between themselves and the club' advisors. Those teachers

find themselves working as often as.not in guidance functions, or as advo-

., cates in behaif of o or another student, as liaison witHocal businesseq in
.

which students sa ployed parttime. They write reports.on club activities

,, or student achi ent. They are side by sidewith students cleaning Apliti,

. university -stadium or performingr in one ot another of the nIaliyiper
4...':

. money-raising projects. ''
.

"We kind of behd the rules, i we have t confelied. The students

see the teachers as twenty-four pro sio alsoada beliexe in ,thtir
"..,"program and their, students. The three teacher , who nong them are

..".wponsible for more than 200 students, understand the full4ignificance of
. -,..

'It at perspective. 0
,

-
.

.-....- __
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flow Do You Knon II Works?

With a program so IlesiNle and varied, many wonder litiw anyone can
vouch for the program's "success." It is impossible to count the number of
dropouts who did not (I rop out of school because the program "kept them
in.- Where grades are played dowp by teachers and students tOlise, it is

ridiculous to point to As anti Bs and Cs. If no one fails "who ,has paid his
dues" in this.' exploratocy program,' one cannot even resort to the usual
puss/fail criterion.

The, teachers involved point tst the respect the program has among local
business persons, 'many of whom hire' DUCA students., to. work. during
afternoon hours. (The, Miical i)i-A student at Newark has tbinpleted his
formal sehool duy, by 'noon time.) They point to placement and elapl2yment
records of progralt alumni, and to Continuing support andparticipation in .

theisrogratn by itS graduates: They point to trophies and .scores;und cer-
titivates gathered in competition with other. clubstevaluated objectively by

Atampaittal judges. When pressld, they conjecter.e a program dropout ratcol.
less than 5 percent in SU years.

"As for tradsfer of reading habits from project-centered materials to wider
uSes and interests, there is jAss assurance. "There is s9me transfer, cer-
tainly," Mrs. Duke believes.:Trve read Miire of my assignments in other
classes than I used.to,"-aROWed one student. r, @-

G-ilthere was any doubi lit the local tlitblits mind about the succeSs of the
program, for several months a huge billbot.rd alongside the main higfiway,
into town faced every incoming Motorist:

"A community to be.proud of Home of thNewack ehapter of the. Dis-
tributive Education Clubs of America, Inc?"

Paid for by the Newark DECA chapterjt was a Sign that all could read. .
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